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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Pam Popper is the president of Wellness Forum Health and cofounder of Make Americans Free

Again, which plays a signiEcant role in the Eght to help preserve American freedoms. An

important part of that task is building a powerful community and, as noted by Popper, “COVID has

brought some people together who probably should know each other better,” and that includes us.

Popper and I are aligned with respect to our desire to educate the public about fundamental

health principles, including foundational basics for preventing and treating COVID-19.

We are also in agreement that the COVID pandemic is a cover for something else entirely — a

global takeover by powerful and proEt-hungry interests. And Enally, we both agree that

participating in protest marches and signing petitions doesn’t really achieve much, and that there

are far more effective strategies, as she has demonstrated.

COVID Operation

In 2020, Popper published the book “COVID Operation: What Happened, Why It Happened, and

What’s Next,” which she wrote with Enancial and private wealth adviser Shane Prier, in which they

detail the backstory behind the COVID-19 hoax.

“The background on the situation is my company, Wellness Forum Health, is about 27

years old, and our niche is informed medical decision making. In other words, we don't

tell people what to do. [We teach people] how to make decisions about health the way

they make decisions about cars and houses and retirement accounts and other things

that are important to them ...

Now, the medical profession has become the Wild West. Medical journals are Glled with

inaccurate information. So, we added ... rules for Gltering evidence, and we teach people

the rules. The rules are things like: ConLicts of interest have to be considered.

We have to understand the difference between a correlation, and a cause and effect

relationship, [and] something that is statistically signiGcant but clinically meaningless.

You get the idea.

If you're looking at a lot of information, you have to Glter it based on rules, just like you

have to play football based on rules ... So, for 27 years, I've been talking about the

problems in health care, which is [that] nobody abides by any rules. There isn't any

informed decision making. Doctors tell people to do things and they say, ‘OK, that's called

consenting.’

But that's not consenting at all, in my opinion. And so, a lot of my research really was

based on [that], and the books I wrote revealed the incompetence of big medicine, big

food, big pharma, some of the criminal intentions, and that this [the COVID scam] isn't

new, it's just a bigger version of it.

The second week in March of 2020, I knew what this was because I had covered fake

pandemics in the past. There was one in the 1950s, there was one in the 1970s, another

one in 2009. These are just the big ones that got a lot of attention. So, I knew what this

was. I do some business in China; I knew what they were up to.

So, I put out this very controversial [video report]. I didn't think it was going to be

controversial. I was just reporting the news, which I had done on video twice a week for

[years].

Instead of the usual few dozen responses, I got 3,500 responses to this video and they

included death threats and hysteria — ‘You're going to be responsible for killing people’ —

the whole 9 yards. And I thought, wow, this is just something else. So that's how this all

started.

If you go back and watch that original video, I said that this took place in China, they did it

deliberately, that they had reasons and motivations for doing this, that this was a fake

pandemic and the end game was forced vaccination. It was a 15-minute video, but that

was the bottom line. And unfortunately, it turned out to all be true. I wish I'd been wrong

about it.

As [the pandemic] went on, I just kept doing more and more research, posting more and

more videos. And at some point, probably late spring or early summer, I realized the

breadth and depth of this whole thing and knew that they were never going to stop, and

we had to do something about it. That's when we formed Make Americans Free Again.”

Litigation Efforts

One of the primary ways in which Make Americans Free Again is Eghting the tyranny is by Eling

lawsuits against mask and COVID jab mandates. She explains:

“We have three branches of government, and the executive branch — with very few

exceptions, for example, Ron DeSantis in Florida — has gone completely rogue. They now

operate as emperors and empresses, rulers over their people. So, you can't deal with

those people. The legislatures up until recently have been fairly useless.

The only reason they're doing anything now is really to protect themselves, in my opinion,

not because they're looking out for people. So, you have one branch of government left,

which is the courts. We [knew] we were going to have to use that in order to a) get our

freedoms back and b) go after these people for what they did, which is committing fraud

and hurting and killing people.”

By early summer 2020, a slew of lawsuits had been Eled across the U.S. Unfortunately, it was

highly uncoordinated. People weren’t thinking things through. There was no cohesive strategy,

and that was their downfall, Popper says. She estimates some 6,000 lawsuits have failed in court,

causing many to give up on the judicial system as well. Not Popper, though.

“We've been winning in court and I'll tell you how in a minute. But it is better to stop, think

and [then] do something. Less activity, more deliberately performed, is a better idea.

Interestingly enough, I heard from this lawyer in Florida who had made the same

observation as me. This hurry up and Gle strategy isn't working, so why don't we look at

these lawsuits and Ggure out what they're doing wrong? And this is very, very important

for anybody listening to this who just wants to hurry up and Gle.

What people were doing was Gling the lawsuit against the government saying, ‘You are

violating our constitutional rights.’ And you know what the government would say? ‘Oh,

we know we are, but we don't have any choice because it's an emergency.’ And then the

judge would rule in the government's favor.

We Gled the very Grst lawsuit challenging the emergency declaration itself in Ohio,

accusing our governor of fraud. We said, ‘There is no emergency. You declared this

fraudulently, and therefore all the actions that you've taken are not warranted.’ And the

thing that I think people don't realize, not living in Ohio, is that we were the model state.

People think it's California [or] New York, but we were the Grst to shut down, Grst to close

the schools, Grst to cancel events, Grst to close bars and restaurants. Why is that?

Because the criminals behind this needed a very popular conservative governor who

could do well on Fox and CNBC and MSNBC. Every Sunday, our little criminal was the

toast of the Washington shows. He was so responsible, taking care of his people.

By the time we Gled our lawsuit on August 31 [2020], we knew a second shutdown was

coming. By this point in time, we had some intelligence coming from government

employees and that sort of thing. We never got locked down a second time.

We won when we Gled, because we avoided the second lockdown. I think that the people

behind this told the emperor, DeWine, ‘Let this alone, don’t do something that would make

this judge just snap his Gngers and order discovery.’ So, we didn't get a shutdown.

The other thing that happened is there was virtually no enforcement of the restrictions

that were left in terms of gathering limits and that sort of thing ... Because of that, we

thought, OK, this is a good strategy. So, we started doing more of it and we Gled several

lawsuits in several states.

For those people who don't have conGdence in the court, Grst of all, look at some of the

lawsuits that have been Gled. They're bad ones. If I was the judge, I would throw them out

too, because the judge can't make law. The judge has to go with what the law says.

The second thing is that there are bad judges and bad courts, but our strategy has been

to Gle with a coordinated legal team, because the most important thing they want to

avoid, and we've seen this in every lawsuit, is discovery, because discovery is where we

get to depose Mr. Fauci; discovery is where the CDC has to give us the documents. I don't

need them 36 times. I need them one time and then the whole legal team gets them.

One judge in the United States of America someplace is going to give us discovery. I can't

talk about where, but we think that's in the process of happening right now in one of the

court cases, and then everybody will [have that information].”

Progress Report

Cases Make Americans Free Again have won include one in which they represented the New York

City police. They won an injunction until trial on the COVID jab mandate for the police force. In

Florida, their attorney won a lawsuit against the City of Gainesville, which was implementing a

“vaccinate or terminate” policy.

They’ve also seen general changes in behavior as a result of these and other lawsuits. “We've put

the criminals on notice that now judges are watching, so everything you do is subject to being

hauled back into court and saying, ‘Look at what these people are doing.’” Popper says.

Across the U.S., they’re challenging the emergency orders, demanding the state prove there’s an

actual emergency afoot. So far, none has been able to provide any evidence that COVID-19 is a

public health emergency. Instead of proving an emergency exists, state defense lawyers have

spent all their energy on motions to have the cases thrown out.

In Ohio, Popper feels they have been successful by applying pressure on the governor through

the courts. DeWine converted the Ohio State Fair to a virtual event, and it appeared that he was

planning to restrict or cancel big summer events. But in what many people considered a surprise,

he lifted the emergency declaration and made Ohio a free state. We’ll never know, but it might

have been because our case was still pending in court. We then withdrew it because we got our

way.

Popper is also planning to make some still yet unrevealed announcements. “We're getting ready

for some really wonderful Erst of the year surprises for the criminals in charge,” she says, “so stay

tuned.”

Rampant Lawlessness

Of course, they’re now trying to convince everyone that Omicron is a lethal threat, hence the

emergency powers must remain in place, but even in the absence of a clear threat — as many

now see through the fearmongering — they’re likely to keep pushing for more restrictions, vaccine

passports, mask mandates and everything else. As noted by Popper:

“They don't seem to require any justiGcation for anything, they just do what they want.

We've degenerated to living in a completely lawless society where people get up every

morning and decide what they're going to do, much the way that communist leaders and

totalitarian dictators do.

I mean, our government resembles more the government of China or North Korea than it

does what we used to have. So, I don't think that they really need to justify the emergency

use authorization. If they decide they're going to do it, they'll just do it, and they've

stopped giving reasons.

To that point, I thought it was very interesting when Rochelle Walensky, the head of the

CDC, said, ‘We're going to cut the quarantine back to Gve days because that's about all we

can get people to do.’ So, in other words, our new policy is as much tyranny as the public

will swallow.

She also made a stunning admission that their research showed that the compliance with

quarantine was less than 30%. That goes to what I've been saying all along, which is that

the resistance is much bigger than most people realize.

This is certainly what I'm experiencing building our organization. They do a great job of

making it look like everybody's on board, but everybody's not on board. And I still contend

that the vaccination rate is very, very low. I think they can't even get to 60%. It was under

50% last summer. I was able to prove it with their data ...

The compliance rate has been exaggerated and it was all a mirage to try and get people

to say, ‘Well, if everybody else is doing it, I'll do it too. It must be OK,’ because at that point

in time, last summer, people didn't know a lot of people who'd been injured or died. I think

everybody knows somebody who's been injured or died from this now.”

The number of parents refusing to jab their children is also a clear majority. According to Popper,

parents have taken their children out of schools that mandate the COVID jabs, and some schools

have had to reverse course as a result. Case in point: The Los Angeles school system dropped

the COVID jab requirement when they realized they had 30,000 unvaccinated students and if they

all left, the whole school system would cease to exist.

“ We have a strategy that means we win at stuff.
We don't take on things that don't result in
winning ... You save a business, you win. You get a
kid out of school, you win. You raise money and
file a lawsuit, you win. Winning is what we need
for people to feel good. ~ Pam Popper”

“Even The New York Times covered a school in Brooklyn that had eight teachers with nobody to

teach,” Popper says. “That's the level of resistance.” Meanwhile, media are trying their best to

make it seem as though compliance is high across the board. She recounts one example, where a

local paper claimed compliance with the mask mandate was nearly 100%, when wherever you

went, the vast majority were maskless.

“So that is the level of propaganda. All you have to do is walk into a store and know that

there is no compliance. And then the newspaper, obviously, that was a preprint sent to

them a long time ago, [telling them that] at such and such a time, you're supposed to

publish this. It's just laughable.”

Building Community and Parallel Societies

Popper has also made great strides in community building, which I believe is a crucial strategy

for safeguarding our freedoms in the long term. This was a natural outgrowth of the legal work.

They realized they needed a lot of people to contribute funds, so they needed to connect with

people who were willing to pitch in to save our freedoms.

“We had the Grst meeting in my okce last summer and there were Gve people there — me

and two people who I work with, and two guests. And so, we agreed to do it next week,

and those two people brought people. And something happened that I did not plan. I'm

going to be very honest about this. I'd love to tell you that I preconceived all of this and

then acted on it.

But people would come into the meeting and they would have that shell-shocked look —

like my church is closed, my neighbor's not speaking to me, I'm realizing what's going on

with my kids, it's ridiculous. The organizations I used to be involved with, they don't exist

anymore.

And so now they're starting to make friends, and people who have their kids at home are

starting to connect with each other, and all this kind of stuff. And I had this epiphany one

night. The No. 1 thing these people don't want us to do is congregate, which means the

most important thing for us to do is congregate.

So, that was the beginning of building not only the body of people it would take to fund

what we need to do, but what I call the Make Americans Free Again parallel society. A

year and a half later, we now start a new group every three or four hours in the United

States. I'm not kidding. They're all over all 50 states. They're everywhere.

Here's the way this works. It is a parallel society, so, the Grst thing is, everything you need,

you can get your group. People found out that there were churches that didn’t close,

because none of this gets advertised. You try to stay under the radar screen. So,

churches that were not closed, you could go there and you didn’t have to wear a mask.

People found doctors, dentists that didn’t make you wear a mask ... So, we lived a parallel

life. During the worst of everything in Ohio, our people lived a pretty normal life. We had a

fundraiser with 400 people when the gathering limits were 10, because we knew where to

do it. One of the members of our group owned a place where we could do it.

People have also found new jobs ... It is a very much cloistered society where we do

business with one another. We homeschool our kids together, we pool our resources to

fund these lawsuits, our social life is together.

We did this program called Small Business Rescue where we would support businesses

in our community. The government doesn’t have any plan for these people, so we buy

local, we support them. So, it is a parallel society.”

Make Americans Free Again societies are also looking for and Ending doctors who are operating

cash practices (so they’re not reporting to or taking orders from anybody) and who will provide

early treatment for COVID.

“So, everything you need, you get from your group ... and I can tell you right now, I can say

this with a great deal of conGdence, if I needed something, a place to live, if I didn’t have

any food, if I needed money, if I needed medical care, if I needed a job, you know where I

get that?

From my Thursday Group and the Thursday Group network. [Editor’s note: It’s called

Thursday Group because the group meets on Thursdays.] This is what is missing. If this

had all been in place [before the pandemic], they could never have done this to us. They

took advantage of the fact that society’s quite fractured, that you don’t have these local

connections.

People beat me up sometimes a little bit. ‘Why won’t you let people have Zoom

meetings?’ Here’s why. If we need to save a business in Worthington, Ohio, somebody in

Portland, Oregon can’t help us do that. You can’t eat at this restaurant every week and

support them. It has to be local, local, and it has to be in person.”

2022 Prognosis

In the interview, Popper describes the many homeschooling beneEts and successes members

are reporting, which is profoundly encouraging. Overall, the community building, the parallel

structures being created across the U.S. give her an optimistic outlook on the future. They’re

proof positive that the whole takeover agenda is backEring on the technocratic deep state.

“I’m optimistic with a qualiGer,” she says. “I always want people to understand that I

understand the gravity of the situation. If you have a spouse in the hospital right now

who’s being slaughtered with ventilators and remdesivir, my rosy prognosis might strike

you like nails on a chalkboard.

I want people to know the reason I get up every morning — the reason I invest so much of

my own money and time, and I’ve risked my own life to do this — is to make that right.

Having said that, with that disclaimer, my outlook for this year is really positive and

optimistic. The reason I say that is [because] we have a quantiGable enemy. We know

what they’re up to. I am watching them scramble and fail. There is only one reason why

they would be issuing all these edicts and Biden would say something like, ‘I’m losing

patience’ ... is because they’re not getting their way.

I think the best example of that is the CDC walking back the recommendations on the

quarantine, because we just can’t get people to do it. It’s a stunning admission really to

the public. So, I think this is going to be a year when this goes away.

Even the Israeli government is saying we’re going to make everybody get a fourth shot,

but maybe we’re just going to have to let everybody go out and mingle and get some herd

immunity. There is an awakening of the government that they need to change course ...

I like an enemy that’s on the defensive. It’s gone from the offensive to the defensive. That

means, and I’ll give you another caveat, that there are probably more horrifying things in

store as they Lail about and try to hang onto their power.

A couple things I’ll recommend. Scott Atlas was a speaker at our conference this last

year and he’s the former adviser to President Trump. He wrote a book called ‘A Plague

Upon Our House.’ It’s a horrifying book, mainly because he reveals the stupidity and

ineptitude of people like Fauci and Birx.

Atlas told us that Fauci can't even pronounce medical terms properly and Birx doesn't

understand statistics. Most eighth graders have a better grasp of math than she does.

What people like that do is they Lail about when they are failing because they don’t have

the skill set to do anything else ... So we're going to see some of that kind of behavior, but

at the end of the day, this time next year, I think we will be in an entirely different

situation.

A lot of our freedoms will be restored and a lot of the nonsense will go away. Then it just
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A lot of our freedoms will be restored and a lot of the nonsense will go away. Then it just

is a matter of spending the rest of our lives, just like we've done with the Nazis, tracking

these people down and making them pay for what they did. And believe it or not, last fall,

they were trying a 100-year-old Nazi in Berlin for what he did. So, it'll be the same thing.

We'll be looking for them in South America, in China and every place else to bring them to

justice.”

How to Start Your Own ‘Thursday Group’

For liability and other reasons, Make Americans Free Again cannot connect you with already

existing groups. You have to start your own, which is what they teach you. Popper explains:

“It's easy. We provide everything you need. My email address is pampopper@msn.com.

You can email me. I hold conference calls every week during which I share our entire

strategy and tell people how to get started working with us ... Get engaged with us,

donate money if you can.

Do what you need to do to keep yourself in a positive frame of mind, and starting a group

and gathering a group of like-minded people is important ... We can go from having felt

quite powerless to being the most powerful people in the country, if we're smart about it.

You start with one other person. People forget, I'm leading a group with hundreds of

thousands of people, but it started with two guests. So, you just start with somebody who

sees things the way you do. We give you a meeting format. We have training programs

for our meeting leaders.

We have meeting leader conference calls every other week. We have a meeting leader

coordinator in the okce ... Every Thursday, we send out the update, what the agenda is

going to be, here's the video you're going to show, so nobody has to spend all day

researching what am I going to talk about. We follow the same format every week, so we

make it as easy as possible. And that's how you start.

I heard a lot from people when this all began, ‘I don't know anybody and it's too hard, this

is outside of my comfort zone.’ The longer this has gone on, the more people have said,

‘What's going on is so far outside of my comfort zone that starting this group seems like

it's easy by comparison.’ So, I promise you, if you do this, we'll support you in every way

possible, and you can't mess it up if you just follow our format.

We have a strategy that means we win at stuff. We don't take on things that don't result in

winning. For example, I don't have any particular objection to petitions and declarations,

but I haven't seen them solve this.

The Great Barrington Declaration got half a million signatures and tens of thousands

were doctors and well-respected health professionals. It did nothing. Great statement,

but it doesn't change anything.

The biggest protests in the world are in Germany and Australia. Take a look over there,

that doesn't change anything. Protests are great for people to get together, but when you

promise people that it's going to make a difference and it doesn't, it demoralizes them.

We have people who are demoralized. They need to feel like they're winning, and when

people come to our groups, what they see is winning. You save a business, you win. You

get a kid out of school, you win. You raise money and Gle a lawsuit, you win. Winning is

what we need for people to feel good. Getting them involved in more stuff that results in

failure, not so good. So, we're really focused and disciplined.”

More Information

I really encourage you to consider creating your own Thursday Group. To do that, send an email to

Popper at pampopper@msn.com and ask to be added to her weekly conference call.

For more information, you can also visit www.Makeamericansfreeagain.com. Even if you don’t

start your own group, consider making a tax-deductible donation to The Wellness Forum

Foundation, a 501c3 organization, which pays for Make Americans Free Again’s legal expenses.

(Scroll down to the bottom of the page for the Donation link.)

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Enally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the Eght to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid-19 Hoax.  Yep, I agree with that statement.  In April 2020 emails were nying back and forth among my friends about the virus.  I

was the only one to say I thought the whole thing was a hoax.  In addition to it being a hoax it is upper most a depopulation agenda.  My

friends have all had the jab and since I am jab free I am also friend free.  I do have one friend that is also jab free so we hang out at

times.  I also am part of a group of unvaxed that are organizing a "parallel society".

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 12:50:09 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing how the unjabbed are Ending each other.  We are also gaining support from those with buyer's remorse.  Govt has also

lost the support of many of those who were threatened with vaxination or termination--they are angry.  There are some unusual

coalitions forming.  Already, at the protests, we see diverse support from all age groups, professions, ethnicities, political parties.

 it is good to see many of the youth involved. One thing that is opening people's eyes is becoming aware of the amount of

censorship. For example, a friend told me she knew nothing of a large protest held near her hometown because the local media

did not report it.  She was much encouraged to see the huge crowd in a video I sent.  This helps people understand they are not

alone and lifts a veil from their eyes.  When we speak up, it gives other people the conEdence to join us.  

I had intended to make a list of things people should do to be organized and prepared to help themselves and others in a crisis

situation.  Then, I realized that that it would prob only get me a knock on the door.  Besides, anyone who has actually thought this

thru already knows what they need to do.  The most important thing may be surrounding yourself with good people--the right

kinds of people. I think we are seeing the calm before the storm.  People are using the extra time to inventory and batten down

the hatches for the long term.  Shortages may actually be beneEcial in making people realize what they need to do for

themselves while they still can.
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@otis.  My Erst laugh of the day, "since I'm jab free, I'm friend free". I can relate.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis; "With friends like that..."! The biggest mistake that people will ever make; is falling for this hoax. Mass Formation Psychosis

has taken over the majority of the population and it isn't something that you can just turn off! There will be millions dying from

the nanobot shots; and they will STILL believe that they're all dying from the phantom virus!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, you wrote: " She was much encouraged to see the huge crowd in a video I sent.  This helps people understand they are

not alone and lifts a veil from their eyes.  When we speak up, it gives other people the conEdence to join us.  " Thank you, very

well said! I agree whole heartedly. Further, I think to encourage people will encourage their proactivity. Hence, to encourage is

very, very important. www.bitchute.com/search/?query=austria%20mandate%20protest&kind=vi..   see unbelievable mobs

marching in Austria  www.bitchute.com/search/?query=vaccine%20mandate%20protests&kind=v..   mob turnouts in USA, France,

Italy, et al.

While I understand the feeling, I am not sure I agree with Pam Popper's statement that (peaceful, orderly) protests do no good. If

we consider that *various* countries behind the former Iron Curtain fell when masses protested, there we have it. And why does

the media understate numbers turning out at protests? Because they, for apparent *reason*, don't want the numbers known. And

why are police sent out to shoot smoke bombs and the like into protests? Because politicians don't want the protests to happen.

Why do the politicians not want the protests to happen? Because they call attention to wrongdoing and because evil does not like

to see the light of truth.

Sunshine and transparency are fundamental to democracy, therefore power mongers obscure, undermine, do all kinds of things

to stop public protests. They also do all they can to discredit them. Why? Because, repeat the above. If protests were not

effective, politicians and police would not be engaged to try to stop, undermine or discredit them.  And one last note. If people

think that politicians don't care what we think, I believe the above proves that politicians care plenty about that. They just don't

want us to know it, so they play the power game, to discourage us. Nice people eh?
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis101 please let us know how you went about creating your parallel society
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Parallel societies will clash sooner or later. They can never co-exist for far too many reasons. The only way that can happen is if

the country is divided where "they" are NO part of our normal society. Texas and Florida are getting infested with the satin

worshiping socialist fascist communist marxist bolshevik demoncRAT's that bring their mental illness ideologies with them and

try to inEltrate all areas of government and schools. Maby it truly is time for the southern states to succeed from the U.S. so that

the Constitution and bill of rights can be preserved, and that people can live free from the evil tyrants. I think that the second

crossing of the "Concord Bridge" is coming sooner than later.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://mendocinopatriots.org  Town hall meeting today, Jan 9th, 2 pm PST. 306 N. Main St., Ukiah, CA (Mendocino County in N.

CA) bring a chair. Bring your thoughts, ideas, and support.  The group has received some negative and incorrect local press

recently after some mask-less shopping trips.  Parallel society, maybe, legal action, maybe.  The ends do not always justify the

means but there are times when "whatever works" needs serious considerations.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Mendocino Patriots will be holding a Town Hall meeting today at 2pm PST. This is an all inclusive and in-person event where

all are welcomed to attend.  A variety of speakers will be presenting new information and updates.  Attendees are also welcome

to share information of their own. 306 N. Main St., Ukiah, CA, bring a chair.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes, friendless.... we need to remind ourselves that they - at some point - will feel embarrassed to have fallen for the hoax.
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depopulation yes but in a wicked-smart way beyond the comprehension of most people. The deaths are few but if it is all about

fertility reduction it all makes sense. Look up gonacon, a mammal immunocontraceptive that has to be injected except for the

experimental pill route being worked on. en.wikipedia.org/.../Wildlife_contraceptive  "Lethal Dose". LD50 is the amount of a

material which causes the death of 50% (one half) of a group of test animals. As an elite if you're onboard with elevating all

nations like USA your only problem is the mining and food limits of increased consumption, referred to as "carrying capacity" for

human life on our planet. There are an extra 237,328 new consumers on earth every day accounting for deaths according to UN

Egures at unfpa World Population Dashboard.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s kinda sad what this has done to friends. Maybe they weren’t true friends after all. I deleted a very old friend today on FB. She’s

a complete Karen ( covid lie supporter) and the more I think about it, she always was. I just never saw it. Glad you have found

new friends.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To my mind you and Pam and many others are forming equivalents to "Committees of Correspondence" a response to British

tyranny in the Colonies. Without them the Revolution would not have happened. The objective is control. As is evident inEnite

amounts of money can be and is produced digitally. True wealth lies in land, labor and resources which cannot be produced

digitally and is limited. True wealth is not available to the billionaire class unless it is for sale.

What is happening is the impoverishment of the 99% and their countries. It is happening on many levels including scarcity,

innation, pandemic and others that do not come to mind. Catherine Austin Fitts has an answer to that question. The Central

Banksters, Rockefellers, Morgans, Stanleys, Rothschilds, European royalty and other billionaires, the 0.00001% or one in a million

want to control the 99%. With cental bank digital currency, CBDC, in universal use they are in control. Whether the nominal

political system is democracy or communism the desire is the same. Control of the 99%.

Fitts has solutions. First use cash. I keep 3 months cash on hand. No matter the emergency short of a massive meteor collision,

one can always buy food and other necessities with cash. Not gold or silver. The local farmer or merchant will not be set up for

that. Do business with local banks and credit unions.

home.solari.com/lets-go-to-the-movies-week-of-jan-10-2021-documentary-..   Work to establish a publicly held banks. The

Public Banking Institute has info on local movements. There is a coalition in Mendocino County

publicbankinginstitute.org/local-groups-by-state   A major cause of the Revolution was the Bank of England, a privately held

central bank like the Fed, took legal control of money production.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

depopulation? yes.-of the White race, a long term jewish goal- genocide.  ". . .the parallel structures being created across the U.S.

give her an optimistic outlook on the future. . ." . . .like  alternatives to the existing fake money hegemony?  the (((fake money)))

being the only REALLY serious problem. . .
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm glad you still have at least one old friend and have made more. Most of us are in the same situation!
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Lynn289
Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are you organizing the parallel society and how is it progressing?
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The meeting today provided information on an alternate in the County to public school for 4 to 6 year olds.  That was followed by

a 2 plus hour talk on "a completely different perspective on the law" which I will not dwell on as it is complex.  I had to leave due

to a long drive home and not able to drive after dark.  So at this time I do not know what was discussed after I left.  It may get

posted to the web site.  www.freedomformendo.com/resources-and-information   This is the new web site.  Freedom for Mendo.

Mendo  is short for Mendocino.  View on telegram.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems as though most of humanity doesn’t know there’s a war going on.  That very fact can be most unsettling for those of us who

see otherwise.  It accentuates the perception of a lopsided or “asymmetric” connict against overwhelming forces that have captured all

of the key institutions and power centers. But there could also be an advantage to the lack of parity.  Modern history provides examples

of “superpowers” being ejected from relatively “backward” places where they had no business being in the Erst place.

A “Eghting chance” in their game could keep us locked in that game, allowing the  dark powers to continue to deEne the parameters of

the engagement and prolonging unproductive paradigms that don’t really serve our highest and best interests.  Long before covid, those

powers have dangled many lures—fake sustenances, vacuous pleasures, false narratives and enfeebling conveniences—that have

enriched and empowered corporations and governments while ensnaring the masses.  Indulging in false, expedient paths only puts us

under those who control those paths.

Rather than play into their hands by allowing our worst fears to deEne events, we could be on the precipice of a genuine paradigm shift.

 Facing overwhelming forces compels the search for genuine values.  As Catherine Austin Fitts has remarked, we can’t help them build

our prisons.  The oppression can make us stronger by forcing us into means that the oppressing forces do not want to engage in, since

it would mean giving up the lazy advantages of the networks they’ve created.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Nicely said. One thing we have going for us is the Predator$, like pigs at the trough, have become fat & lazy. They've grown used

to peddling edicts through all the means at their disposal & getting more than what they wanted with little effort. As Popper is

pointing out they End themselves in an uncomfortable position as their thinly veneered lies no longer hide the steaming pile

of...well we'll will leave it there. Popper, just as Doc & we have been following since early on can see the numbers don't add up at

about any level. Here, day to day people are seeing wait a minute I've had Jab/s yet the goal post keep moving & we're not

supposed to notice? Now I'm a dirty anti-vaxxer?

If they couldn't get the 1st Jab right, they shouldn't get more chances. Just how is it someone with only 3 Jabs is putting

someone who has had 4 Jabs in danger? Who is spreading the virus? Currently, the vaccinated. It is the debate & discussion

among the many people's reaching out & communicating throughout the many noors & corners of our Modern Day Tower of

Babble they cannot stand, do not want, our awareness most of their solutions are no solution at all. When we solve as much & as

many problems we can Locally, on the ground, in time enough small problems solved prevent bigger problems for us down the

road & less control for them.

The #1 thing is the Predator$ are not going to change. They will offer nothing other than the bare minimum of what they are

stuck with. If we want healthy change, one person then two then more. One home then two then more. One town, then two then

more, but we have to do it...otherwise Penn & Teller distractions to keep us all asleep at the wheel of our lives. This also is no

time to get cocky, when they know they can't "win" the way they want too is when they are the most dangerous. And, they can't be

allowed to "win," because if they do, none of us "win," including them.
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Hi Darzoum, JustSteve and everyone, Will not want to miss this recent Jan 7th interview with the Berlin Corona Committee w Dr

Lee Merritt that may "shed" new light on what she has researched and now sees as occurring - from soup to nutz: "Session 86

Reiner Fuellmich with Dr. Lee Merritt Jan 7, 2022" - www.bitchute.com/.../6J74FzSnvrsR  -  Long, long before covid for sure! Now

longer not shorter interviews, more background information adds to the entire discussion. And Dr. Merritt had worked for the

military for about 10 years. Note: includes potential racial proEling, amongst other depopulation concepts, whether intended or

not. Puzzle pieces are lining up better.
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Add'l -  Here's the second part of that Berlin Corona Committee interview w Dr. Michael Yeadon, "Dr. Mike Yeadon | Session 86:

The Fog Is Lifting" www.bitchute.com/.../kdOrcJBaHnMf  - (many times over past months felt like being lost in a dense fog, yes?)

Also recounting numerous lies and restructuring of worldwide emergency response to allow this diversion of a plandemic (by

clients of the Central Bankers) to occur, quoting bits from Catherine Austin Fitts and Enancial comments in the Erst half. The

second half Dr. Yeadon takes deep dive into what he is seeing now in these drugs, their initial purpose, their re-purposing as a

"universal vaxxn"; the insanity of shooting up preggers, women of childbearing age, the covid-recovered; hot lots and more.

Impactful? Even when you know this information in bits and pieces, condensed into a brief narrative gives a highly impactful

effect. Good thing this is Sunday - sleet/snow on its way.
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When you close your computer screen, or better yet throw it away, 98% of their power disappears. If not a hundred percent.
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Well said! We are at a breaking point. It is far past time that we crossed the "Concord bridge" again!
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shiva
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This 2 minute video clip on Twitter seemed encouraging: Jan 1, 2022 - "In Naples, Italy, the mayor cited COVID to announce a ban

on Ereworks for a second straight New Years Eve. This was the response from citizens" - twitter.com/.../1477536404804567040
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Not just Ereworks, Italy's largest cities have been in the streets protesting deaths of the recently vaxxed. And on the right hand

side of the page, here's your rebuttal about Mass Formation from Reuters!! twitter.com/.../1479934834164133893  - this is

complete with an AP factcheck! (Like these people have advanced degrees in statistics plus psychology, or even bothered to

research either.) Oh, this keeps getting better and better, with the fact checkers' backsides showing through the slit in their

hospital gowns.
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rrealrose - I think that the vac injuries and deaths are serving more than anything towards awakening people to the truth.  ......

and yes, look at how Reuters (the media), is now attempting to convey that the type of mass population behavior that is taking

place is Not a form of mental illness.  ..... The deep state serving corporate media is desperately trying to Eght off the truth.
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Hi shiva, Expect it will get uglier before things turn a corner. Many want this to be over right now including me; however,

unravelling years of overlooked and ignored planning and web weaving to integrate this massive over-response to now "a bad

cold" - takes time, patience and consistent effort.
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CAF, re building the prisons, much said with a few words. The prison between my ears is bad enough already.  rose       thanks,

another blue ribbon End this Lee and Reiner meetup. More Pixels bringing ever greater clarity to the mosaic. I suspect the Ele Lee

mentions from the year 1954 as revealed by E.G. Grizn came out of The Bilderberg gathering. The other day I heard Dr. Zev tell

Bryan Ardis that in 1981 Jacques Attali advised Mitterand that the socioeconomic liability and burden then already would

inevitably lead to a necessary genocide program. Clarifying the polarities has redirected me to modifying my vocabulary. No

more outsiders V. insiders. Henceforth outsiders V. genociders.
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epi-cure,  I Enally watched the Dr. Bryan Ardis interview of Dr Zev Zelenko - not an easy one to stomach, but its a good summary

of the state of the world! Dr. Zev Zelenko & Dr. Bryan Ardis - www.bitchute.com/.../r3W3087c195l
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their main source of power is the public school of course, all monopoly is huge, monopoly of money and information being the

biggest gold/silver for long term wealth accumulation, day to day use coming in the future, use paper as evil necessity today,

while slowly shifting into PMs.  do not think of the paper as being in any way "normal", use paper for daily stuff, NOT to store

wealth.  the holders of paper foot the entire bill for the 1%.  use bank not to store wealth!  it is just useful for day to day liquidity

credit unions etc. still use establishment "dollars" meaning establishment nothingness.  they too use fractional reserve when

creating loans ex nihilo
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swabie, you do realise you are using a computer to read this site?
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Thanks for the link to the Fuellmich interview with Lee Merritt, rrealrose.  You always provide the best links to increase our

understanding of the truth behind this whole preplanned depopulation conspiracy. Merritt is dizcult to follow, as she starts

another sentence before Enishing the Erst one but it’s worth hanging on to her every word as she has the real scientiEc

knowledge and understanding behind all aspects of the scamdemic from fake PCR testing to the relevance of 5G to so called

transmissible viral infections.  Confess I don’t fully understand the role of viral transmission, if it exists, in human disease. A

transcript of this interview would be invaluable.
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Epi-cure...I like that simpliEcation. the Outsiders V. Genociders. The Geno's are a diverse group: the Maskers, the FEAR-victims,

the Science-ignorant, the Crony Capitalists, etc. The Outsiders are a diverse group too. I could make up a few labels for them as

well.  Popper cites this  as a characteristic of the Thursday Groups...everybody agrees on nabor-ly action to restore some

semblance of community and human freedom, but when "politics are mentioned the room splits 50-50".

In the run-up for the 2016 election, a nabor cornered me at the mailboxes and sang the praises of Trump. I backed away, saying

everyone must vote their consciences. Six years later, I am very cordial with this woman, a widow in her 70s with a county

policewoman daughter...we're two of the few people here, maybe the ONLY people, who will NOT Vax 'N Mask. I'm not sure of her

reasons, but I know mine. I do research on the new vax nano-tech,  and could not force myself to show up for the appt to get the

shot. Another daughter of the widow is a RN who just moved to Florida with husband & family.  Before the RN moved, she said

the PCR test was inaccurate...
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Our networks refuse to cover violent worldwide protests against lockdowns/vaxxxing....Omicron scare-numbers are now in high gear as

idiots spend hours in line for a "test." Innated like the dollar; fear takes no holiday.  "The unvaccinated are dying like nys, children too!"  

"Hospital ERs are nooded!"  Their treatments are as stupid as their lies and as always renect our fraudulent wars and foreign policy,

failed pharmacare and insurance ripoff, and horrible fake food supply. The govt. and media narrative they control is batshit crazy, yet

the 'tards and goodie-twos have swallowed the stink-bait like hungry catEsh.  And yes these "people" can be dangerous.

Alachua county, home of Gainesville and University of Florida (the higher authority), is a tight little liberal goldmine of corrupt and

overeducated idiots.  "Vaccinate or terminate" may have been overthrown , but students and university employees are still required to

get the shot......Basically the truth of everything is being lost in a sea-fog of confusion which has divided and conquered the planet

calling for a slave rebellion...Slaves get hungry and act out!
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Looking at Kazakhstan as another potential color revolution aided by covid WHO scam.   They've learned to manipulate free

citizen reporting, confusing with so much disinfo that you can't know what's really going on unless you're actually there....and

even then, maybe not.  Thinking the inEltration & manipulation set-up of Jan 6.    The standard of living for the people exploded

there with the gas & oil industry...and with that comes a sense of independence, & mood for freedom.   A bit like China right after

they were given favored trading status, & while the surveillance system was being developed, before the hammer came down

with corporate cronyism in place across the board & in every institution, economic & religious/philosophical.  

It's not just China: their leaders are just more willing & conditioned culturally & historically to tyrannize the people, & they're

useful to the corporatists for experimentation & honing their attacks & responses to resistance.  I believe now that this was the

whole reason for the Iron and Bamboo curtains both.  Add now, the confessional curtain, and the burka systems of control

lacking light & open-ness: the deceit of mental assent & taquiyya jihad which reveal the true 'common' spirit of the thing.
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Fundamental...False assumptions can be deadly...I would not be a bit surprised if CIA didn't provoke this Kazach revolt,

oil/uranium..China/Russia there...It also looks like a Dem FBI led Russiagate and 1-6 riots..."Intelligence" motto should read,

"False Flags R Us."  Totally Ets M.O. history of these provocateurs.
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Cap'n Redox,  Funda and all interested, help deep-6 the MSM 1/6 Ection with this    

 cspoa.org/follow-the-facts/?utm_content=13267285&utm_medium=Email&..
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And, who says the CIA isn't linked in with crony corporatism?  Truth doesn't die, nor the souls of those who cling to it.  It

transcends death & this dying.  I'll stick with my fundamental assumption of truth, who also has threefold witness and has a

name: the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures.  I realize that divides from every antichrist, whether naming the name or

not.....which brings us back to fundamental assumption truth....
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fundamental, Ex-cia operatives are running the vaccn rollout!! According to David Martin, a company was formed speciEcally to

handle the shot rollout across the US, they were funded by the govt then funnel funds to each shot manufacturer. And this

company handles lot deliveries to states for Enal deliveries. Can you see the war here? Maybe you want to review Nicaragua in

the 1980's?
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I do see the war.  Leaping from misplaced trust & hope placed in corporate craft to another arm of corporate craft solves nothing

& only goes from bad to worse.  The common ground is capitulating to some self-nattering & -justifying form of deceit by which

men are taken into bondage; or doggedly clinging to truth even when it exposes one's own tendency to sin which ends in freedom

indeed.  Dr. John Coleman's address helps us to avoid being defected into self-defeat, & in his own words: second only to the

preserved word of God, the Bible.  Thank you to earlier poster.  https://youtu.be/ZsbZ3AdFxSM
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At the risk of sounding like Columbo, 1 more thing....on reviewing Dr. John Coleman's address& research, a TON of spin& disinfo

has 'piled on' the whole Merovingian/Carolingian, Club of 300 thing which is totally beside the point& which only would matter if

Rome& her Babylonian/Augustinian system were the legitimate head& authority in Christianity which she most deEnitely is NOT;

or if the new pagan craft revisionism that the Judeo-Christian scriptures were a late invention, an 'evolved' invention, or even the

result of alien/angel 'seeding' a la extra-biblical source were. The Queen of Heaven, cookie jesus/Tammuz commodity of craft

does not save,& Rome is out of line w/ the true authority which is scripture. This is why she has worked endlessly to corrupt or

hide it,& to murder those who had it.

We are not Jews. We do not replace the Jews& all of the New Testament apostles were Jews by blood which no longer matters in

the church where there is neither Jew nor Gentile. We do not hate the Jews, nor do we join them of the circumcision who've

rejected the Lord Jesus Christ who fulElled the Old Testament& abolished it in his nesh,& seek to reason& warn their

descendants in hope& w/ the same spiritual seed by which we were saved: the true seed, non-gmo variety.  We have nothing to

do w/ endless & futile genealogies which were solely to identify Christ who has come. Every ruler& soul claiming to be Christian

yet not submitting to the scriptures, even while refusing to impose it by the sword of steel, is antichrist whether he calls himself

pope, prelate, pastor, or king.  

The church of God is comprised of anyone who has been born again by the grace& power of God thru belief in the Gospel of the

Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures.  No hierarchical, covert system of initiations& mystery which does not permit light

to shine into its layers & corners, nor bow to proving& limitation by the New Testament scriptures informed by the Old, is

legitimately Christian.
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They call them 'vaccine sceptics instead',no detail.
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"Every society is 9 meals away from anarchy."
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Sadly, I am not optimistic as you. I don’t want to live through a war where 11 million die for America to wake up and take hold of our G-d

given rights. We are way past the slippery slope. The election was fraudulent, the pandemic is a scam. The  problem with Don Fauci’s

science is there is little science to back it up. And the Medical Community are good little brown shirts, compliant with the Medical

Tyranny. Doctors who voice a dissenting voice and question the messaging have had their license revoked. Corporations are following

the Pied Piper Don Fauci and taking draconian edicts a step father. Brainwashed pharmacist are refusing to dispense legal

prescriptions for Covid19. The courts are corrupt. Chief Justice Robert’s is beyond compromised. Note, the Supreme Court upholding

Obamacare is a slap in the face to the Constitution and our Freedom.

It’s clear as day that placing a moratorium on vaccine mandates is the right thing to do. Yet , the Supreme Court once again

demonstrated that they are not the defenders of the original intent of the Constitution. Both parties are bought and paid for by China.

And most heart breaking,  President Trump has demonstrated through his support of the vaccine mandate that he is no longer a leader

of truth, and sadly compromised. It is not possible for Trump not to know the serious health effects of the Covid19 vaccines. Even the

Corrupt CDC, notes the vaccines are not a 100 % effective. It takes only a few extremist to move society. We’ve watched the pendulum

swing the  last 20 years, going to the extreme left. The left is always violent.  The Police, the National Guard, and the Military have failed

their oath to the constitution and are supporting the tyranny. In Florida Governor DeSantis holds a weak line against the tyranny.

America’s compliance  is consent. If you are wearing a mask you are an enemy to Freedom.
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Government operators who have been imposing and enforcing mask and "vaccine" mandates must not be sued.  Hiring attorneys,

who are ozcers of government's courts, to Ele lawsuits in government's courts presided over by government employees is futile.

Instead, every one of them, and their armed enforcers, must get the Ceausescu treatment.  Eliminate the commanders, and their
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Instead, every one of them, and their armed enforcers, must get the Ceausescu treatment.  Eliminate the commanders, and their

armed goons who protect them, and their foot soldiers will scatter like cockroaches.
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As.I.see.it
Joined On 6/13/2017 2:11:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"If you are wearing a mask you are an enemy to Freedom." That may step on a few toes, but not mine. I have never worn a mask in

public, not in stores, not on public transit, not in government buildings and I have been in about 6 states. I am a strong believer

that you are either part of the solution or part of the problem, and I fully agree with your statement!
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umfuli
Joined On 4/6/2011 2:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A talk given by a Dr Coleman during the Clinton administration forecasting a lot of what is happening now in America will be of interest

to your readers. https://youtu.be/ZsbZ3AdFxSM
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Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM
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Thanks for posting, listening right now.
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nickstubbs
Joined On 7/7/2013 1:57:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just watched it all and wow! If people can't put two and two together and tie this in to today's shenanigans, we're in series

trouble. As the man said, the true deEnition of paranoia is the ability to piece together two or more seemingly unrelated

occurrences. DeEnitely worth watching but for those "attentively challenged", at least watch minutes 20 to 55.
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As.I.see.it
Joined On 6/13/2017 2:11:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Umfuli, here is what Henry Kissinger foretold in 2009. "Once the herd accepts mandatory forcible vaccination, it's game over!

They will accept anything - forcible blood or organ donation - for the 'greater good'. We can genetically modify children and

sterilize them - for the 'greater good.' Control sheep minds and you control the herd. Vaccine makers stand to make billions, and

many of you in this room today are investors. It's a big win-win! We thin out the herd and the herd pays us for providing

extermination services. Now, what's for lunch?" Henry Kissinger, speech to the World Health Organization Council on Eugenics,

Feb 25, 2009 And yes it makes me sick, too!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I watched it all .  .  .  chilling to say the least.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Umfull  - that was a very interesting video by Dr John Colman. I watched it all the way through and found it so very true to

everything that has come to pass since the Clinton time in the White House. Now we know who actually puts the presidents in

the white house  such corruption. Thank you so much for the link.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When Rochelle Walensky, the head of the CDC, said, ‘We're going to cut the quarantine back to Eve days because that's about all we can

get people to do.’ So, in other words, our new policy is as much tyranny as the public will swallow." * Isn't that what Fauci has not only

done but admitted on multiple occasions?

* "She also made a stunning admission their research showed compliance with quarantine was less than 30%. That goes to what I've

been saying all along, which is that the resistance is much bigger than most people realize." * Sure seems that way here. * "And I had

this epiphany one night. The No. 1 thing these people don't want us to do is congregate, which means the most important thing for us to

do is congregate." * True, & local, local, local.

* "I like an enemy that’s on the defensive. It’s gone from the offensive to the defensive. That means, and I’ll give you another caveat, that

there are probably more horrifying things in store as they nail about and try to hang onto their power." * They're most dangerous to not

only us, but themselves. They are not used to "losing" & have structures all around them to allow the delusion they never lose, always

win, they don't have the experiences in Life or Living we have that awaken our deepest & most aware selves. Shallow people surrounded

by clever people are no match for those in tune with those who have gone through the School of Hard Knocks, & have graduated with

Bull Spit detectors that get evermore Ened tuned for as long as one lives.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Steve, do you get the idea that the current CDC's childhood vaxxn schedule is toxic and dumbing kids down? Then they go to high

school and college and learn "lord knows what" about imminent collapse of the environment that may take ages to reverse and

all about how to act in the current "cancel culture" and now these things are true. Now force jab a bunch of them, and what do

you get as an end result?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We get what we have been getting...one once unknown dis-ease after another exploding into larger numbers each year. Sterility

climbing. As kids grow up disconnected separated from families & larger social structures, more drug despair, more violence,

more of all the things we are told have nothing to do with toxins in our food, water, air, in our mouths, med's...decades of it and

still climbing.
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Cagey_ghter
Joined On 5/1/2021 8:32:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If someone is left wing or has socialist sympathies, but isn't interested in the toxic politics at present. What will they be interested in -

good education, good health care, helping people out of the gutter, workers rights to Eght unfair working conditions.I'm instinctively

right wing, but I agree with all of the above. Left and right is dead, unite and crush to covert corporate billionaire / corporate giants.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can work with true, old school liberals. It's the neo leftists I can't End any commonality with. Nothing LIBERAL about that kind. I

agree mega corporations are a threat thanks to cronyism. Politics are toxic on both sides. I voted for Trump but never liked him

and realize now he was part of the problem. Controlled opposition. Today the liberals are misers and conservatives are saving

nothing. Don't expect any help from anyone in Washington!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this term "parallel society" - is this the modern version of "counter culture??" - people cast out into the wilderness and Ending solace in

other lost souls - who has the right to reside in Eden?? - in a God forsaken planet where humanity is driven by the winds of abuse to

cower with FEAR  the outsider takes his/her place in the sun - we are mortal - we have limited time on this planet - to make sense of the

manipulative forces that push and pull us there is only one option - the renaissance of thinking that shows the direction  - gives light -

allows for broader horizons - going to Mars is a waste of time - discovering a form of cooperation that ensures more progress and

freedom of thought are the only effective instruments that will allow the LEAP into the Future that Mankind is now so desperately in

need of - psychic enhancement pushes the human experiment forward - instead of the atavistic inclinations now predominant
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“We have limited time on this planet”, as you remind us, Stan, which is what makes it all the more important to act now to protect

the young and the next generation from the evil that has for the moment gained ascendency. When I look at the sweet innocent

face of my Erst grandchild, the need for action, not just words is driven home to me and a duty to her I cannot shirk. Pam

Popper’s strategy makes sense and I suspect would work in the Disunited Kingdom as well. One glimmer of light - a forthcoming

workshop organised by a prominent and highly respected international doctor is asking recently vaccinated applicants not to

attend. Could this be another key to creating a parallel society - where we respectfully exclude those who may present a danger

to those of us who have championed the truth and resisted the agenda of the criminal conspirators?
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stanleybecker
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Cabochon - thank you for the reply - the past is memory but the Future holds promise - I also have obligations to my grandchild -

this is the traction that pushes one forward - my thoughts at my age are centered around what has been experienced but the

resolve to resist somehow forces the struggle to be mainly / exclusively about the Future - "we shall overcome"
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not the same at all, the "counter culture" was a CIA, etc., created satanic conditioning operation with free LSD, corrupted Eastern

mysticism/religion, and some of the Rock bands contained people in-on-it e.g. The Grateful Dead. The Beetles had a record

album cover www.udiscovermusic.com/stories/whos-who-on-the-beatles-sgt-peppers-lon..  showing Aleister Crowley , a

degenerate British Occultist and intelligence agent.
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roseann.graham22protonma
Joined On 5/21/2020 1:45:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Parallel societies" are formed by people who live with tyrannical governments, such as those of Eastern Europe. The concept is

well illustrated in the book "Live Not by Lies: A Manual for Christian Dissidents," by Rod Dreher. Freedom loving people in many

places lived this way for years. Governments like the one in Poland for example were brought down because people were

dedicated to resisting tyranny. The rat Enks who now think they are in charge of our lives deEnitely do not want people to

assemble. 

It is the true rationale of all the public reminders for social distancing. Such was true in communist societies. But people found

ways to challenge the tyrants. It breaks my heart, but now we here in the United States of America must learn to do the same. We

don't want to think it, but now were are in the same position that Soviet citizens and citizens of communist bloc countries were

before the Berlin Wall was disassembled.  ut instead of feeling sorry for ourselves, we must learn to have unwavering resistance.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Stanley,  this podcast is about how the Jab will cancel out the God code in our DN https://youtu.be/EWazgbMum8Q
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keythong - the 60s were hugely experimental - compared to the DEAD END we now face - the 60s signiEed BIRTH while

contemporary times signify DEATH - switch off the TV - there is more to life than propaganda

roseann - I have not resigned - resignation is out of the question - I offer daily perspective - we live in the penal colonies we

create for ourselves {Kafka}- I have always lived on my feet and have no intention of dying on my knees - I am proud to be alive

and reject the DEAD BRAIN SYNDROME so prevalent in the Zombie Culture

Leahoz - I didn't End the video "new agey" - just because it refers to biblical quotes - the associations are kabbalistic and

linguistic - the message is clear that the Third Temple is the self - this notion is quite acceptable and the sanctity of the human

body is at stake - this spiritual demystiEcation is warranted in times of materialist delusion - an enjoyable short philosophical

journey
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I said before, the mainstream society buys the lie that contact kills, so they'll be socially distanced from each other. And

masked. They will be unable to assemble due to swallowing the Big Lie. This will not be a deterrent to us. Avoid being seen by

the local Snitch or posting stuff on Big Tech platforms. I no longer use SM.
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Ringer2
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Please explain your thought regarding psychic enhancement.  Is that like a new or improved ability to hear the thoughts of others

telepathically, perhaps even two-way communication thereby?
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Leahoz
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Stanley, thank you for your reply, I added 'new age' because it was different from main stream propaganda. However there is

something in it
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fd2021
Joined On 8/22/2021 11:07:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It ba�es me to no end that the vaxed people judge the unvaxed.  This has been a great strain on my friendships.  The fear they have is

causing them so much anxiety.  I cannot believe that they don't see through all this propaganda. And not see how history is repeating

itself.  I have not held back my feelings about this whole *** show.  I was also told that I was a threat to society!?!? By my gay cousin

who lived through the AIDS and the stigma of being gay.  I was like WTH?

I never ever shunned him or threatened him. This is a virus, but not a "pandemic'.  Its here to stay and it will evolve into different strains.

 Thats what viruses do.  I am really worried more about our societal breakdown than a virus. And the vaccine does nothing.  I try to tell

people that.  A vaccinated person can still carry the virus, spread it and get it.  So why are you so worried about an unvaccinated like

myself?  And do not even get me started on the MRNA!  And they want to give it to our children.  I cannot wrap my head around it all!
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American_Optimist
Joined On 8/14/2021 8:01:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently had a vaxxed person ask me why I was so afraid of the vax. I laughed out loud and reminded him that the vaxxed are

the ones who are afraid. They are the ones who insist on others losing all freedoms so he and his ilk can feel safe.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM
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I quit associating with brainwashed/braindead lemmings last year. They are ALL going to die withing 3-5 years depending on the

toxicity of the frankenshot that they got inoculated with. I also do NOT want to be around the "inoculated" because they are

shedding deadly "spike proteins" from their frankenshots, and I don't want to get infected with their spike proteins that they are

shedding through their breath and bodily nuids (sweat and other). Most of these lemmings are ignorant libtarded demoncRAT

scumbags, and I just can't lower my I.Q. enough to relate to them.
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There are towns like mine where life goes on. No one worries about the unvaxxed. Few people are vaxxed but they Egure it

protects them and respect our choices. Red town. No face masks. We decided this is just a really bad nu and can face it better

together than apart. Only the symptomatic sick quarantine themselves. Voluntarily. Neighbors bring groceries to their doors.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 5:48:41 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

junebabywoh.rr.com
Joined On 8/30/2017 2:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ok, all you big talkers on here are you going to start a Thursday group?  I love the info in your looooong comments, but it's to much!

 Armchair athletes I challenge you to start a Thursday group!  :)  I love you and Dr. Mercola

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 6:38:09 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

cah1248
Joined On 8/4/2018 6:05:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stand Up Michigan has been forming groups like this in different counties for the last two years. Join us if you're in Michigan. It's

going on all over the country. There is also Stand Up Virginia, Stand Up Colorado and Stand Up Wisconsin. It's a movement that is

absolutely happening.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 6:44:10 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

collard444leaf
Joined On 10/7/2009 5:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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I’ve lurked on this site for years and since Covid and jab I’ve relied extensively on Dr. Mercola to get through. I also read and am

amazed by the regular comment posters. Awesome folks really.  Yes, I’ll be trying to form a Thursday group because in upstate

NY it’s really dizcult to know who’s who. I’m in a sea of vaxxed people and businesses practicing discrimination.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 7:57:10 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have placed an email to dr Popper as stated in the article to understand what type of support and direction her organization can

give to the great citizens of the tyrannical province of Ontario, Canada And also request to be put on her weekly conference call

where she lays out the strategy and steps on how to create your own group. The good doctor said to start local but at least

province wide it’s a start. I’m asking all the other people in Canada to send the email and get on her conference calls because

even though the US is having a lot of victories, seemingly, we’re not having the same thing in Canada so we must start acting on

our own

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 8:24:37 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

JackLee
Joined On 12/3/2009 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

junebabywoh.rr.com...how you doing with starting your own Thursday group?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 8:43:23 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

She523628
Joined On 8/1/2021 7:06:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sent an email to Popper, as I would love to start a meeting here in the Lehigh Valley, PA. Strength in numbers and inner peace

protection being with like minded individuals…I am very excited, Erst time since this all started.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 9:18:46 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

June        you've hit the nail squarely on the head. My biggest beef (some here might think beef jerky) on this otherwise

impeachable site is that I sense there are still too many armchair quarterbacks. Start something get out of the house and into

"their" faces. Cajole, inform and shame them as necessary.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 9:41:28 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

epi cure the word is "impeccable" not "impoeachable"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 12:43:02 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Stan. Are you equally good with punctuation 

😊

? I was actually thinking of unimpeachable when I wrote it but

impeccable is probably a better Et. Earlier today someone more literate than me wrote that something didn't "jive" when the

correct word should have been jibe. Oh the things large and small we learn from one another. Cheers !

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 5:00:41 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MAFA (Make Americans Free Again) I like that.  Though, I like MAFIA better (Make Americans Free Individuals Again).  ;) You are right

about "rampant lawlessness" because this is NOT even a vaccine, it's experimental, and worse, it's NOT really needed (there are better

and proven alternatives).  Yet, people are being required to take it and some of the corrupt people up there want it as mandatory. A

better explanation when looking at all the facts is that this is something more sinister.  Can I say EVIL??

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 10:51:08 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I knew from the beginning this was a set-up hoax.  My husband a biologist, zoologist in college-computer guru by profession. He knew

at the get-go the architecture of the virus was man-made. Tell that to others and, we were a couple of lunatics! We prayed for truth to be

revealed—well now, more answered prayer thanks to the steadfast efforts of so many.  Hope is coming into plain view for the masses.

Let’s all snap our Engers (way more than that as Popper explains) and get the masses to awaken from this psyops! Today is a new day.

 God’s mercies are new every morning. Live it, embrace it, and have no fear!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 10:02:22 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your husband is a treasure; I'm a scientist and every single freaking one of the biologists/scientists that I know and work with

has followed the narrative from Day 1. I've been under Ere for "questioning the science"...I ask WHAT science doesn't allow one to

question it?! If it's science, one looks at the data. The data I've seen certainly indicates a man-made bioweapon (vax) is killing

people (especially Craig Paardekooper's analysis, and so many others).
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truthsekker
Joined On 6/12/2016 4:44:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am recovering from Covid and it has been much more serious than a common cold. My doctor previously informed me that I would be

eligible for monoclonal antibodies, if I tested positive. When I called his ozce, I was informed that I could not receive the early

treatment because it did not work against Omicron and that I should take Tylenol and Mucinex.(Who knows which version I really had?)

Fortunately, I had contacted Frontline Doctors last summer and had some early treatment. I also contacted sevencells.com just before I

was diagnosed.

Their early intervention pack arrived within 7 days and made a huge difference because I was dealing with fevers and it helped to bring

them back to normal. I am 3 weeks into this illness and still struggling. I was taking Vitamin D3, C, Zinc, NAC, Quercetin, and my doses

were upped after I was diagnosed. I also used a nebulizer because I have asthma. This has been a very humbling experience and I hope

that everyone will prepare prior to being a�icted with Covid. I was not vaccinated but I was exposed by someone who was vaccinated. I

believe we will all eventually be exposed and get Covid. I strongly urge everyone to prepare in advance.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

truthseeker, sorry you have been so sick.  What makes me cross is that almost everyday someone posts a similar story here, but

still there are posters who either insist it is a hoax, or just a cold, only because they haven't had personal experience of Covid.

 That's harsh and unsympathetic.  I don't know anyone who has had this either, but I still accept your story and others like it.

Supposedly  'sheeple' and 'zombies' are in denial, but there's a lot of denial here too.  I hope you recover soon.  Best of luck,

seedsaver.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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We had it here, too....and commiserate.  Key is early treatment & optimizing the terrain.  It wasn't pleasant, but no

hospitalizations.  Nebulizing isn't just for asthmatics: it delivers hydrogen peroxide & iodine with the saline deeply into the

sinuses where the disease takes hold, & into the lungs.  D3 is crucial like Dr. Mercola's been teaching us for years: our bad here

for needing a biowarfare attack to realize HOW crucial & integral to our own innate immune response that really is.  Folks want

something complicated, conditioned to worship THE SCIENCE (really what powerful interests present as science, unproven and

untested by the naive), & the treatment is really simple.  Seems too simple!  Reminds me of the Gospel versus all the complicated

fakes of ritual and works, which is how sorcery works.

Lifestyle is also huge.  Worst case we saw was a totally mask compliant, 19 year old female living the college lifestyle while also

working in eldercare.  Booze, vaping, promiscuity, poor sleep, living the no sunshine nightlife, & obesity won't see you through

well....and not saying that's you, still needs said for the sake of others.  Nor the less obvious dependence upon the chemical

medical system coupled with nutritional ignorance, blind faith in 'the system'.   Even so, steroids, nebulizing and Enally, one dose

of ivermectin, got her through the worst of it & put her on the mend, Enishing the course of ivermectin, of course.   All of that

said, & with empathy: There is still no excuse for personal irresponsibility, denial of truth, such that it demands total conformity

of all to the LCD & worst case scenario ensured w/ mistreatment & propaganda which gives tyranny an excuse & a foothold to

lord over all.   I have cancer.  I've crossed the line into what the world considers 'senior' : - ) ....& I treat outside the system& do not

expect everyone& the entire medical system to cater to& treat all as though they also were an elder & had cancer.  Distinctions

 matter.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I always say with a smile "congratulations!" when someone says they had it.  I had it back in the very beginning (2 years ago now)

and I've felt so free knowing I can't get it again.  Whew!  I had it for 6 weeks as I was recovering from heart surgery, so my

immune system was already taxed.  It is real, it's weird, not like anything we've had before (well... it is Fauci made!)
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Dr. Mercola and all, I need help, i bought a nebuliser - I bought hydrogen peroxide 3% food grade - I bought distilled pure water. I

looked on Dr. Mercolas video and followed the 1 pint of distilled water 1 ieaspoonful of salt and 3 quarters of a teaspoonful of

Hydrogen Peroxide into the 1 pint to make the solution - but noticed Dr. Mercola used 12% not 3 % so what should I change also

I'm in the UK so do teaspoon sizes vary in size in the US compared to the UK. I'm confused and I want to help my daughter who

had covid in Oct 2020 and is plagued by chest infections and breathing dizculties often. She works in a children's nursery and

mingles with so many germs and people. She takes all the vitamins suggested by many on this site. She also has trouble

sleeping so constantly tired. She is not vaxxed   Any helpful suggestions would be very welcome. Thank you -
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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I also acquired it from a triple vaccinated person.  I want to recommend in addition to the protocol you mentioned, nasal irrigation

with salt, h202 and a drop or two of lugol's iodine.  Also, high doses of vitamin C.  I never got a fever, the rest of the household

did.
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Emu_Griff
Joined On 5/22/2021 1:37:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who try to use constitutional rights in courts will never win because there are no constitutional courts. They are operate under

military (admiralty) jurisdiction. You can tell this by the nag in the courthouse - it has a gold border on 3 sides. Since the 1950's, courts

operate under Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) - ie. contract law, which is the highest level of law now used in the courts. UCC

underpins all contract law. You cannot use constitutional law in a court operating under military jurisdiction. If you do go to court, in

order to have the best chance of winning, you have to thoroughly familiarize yourself with yourself with the UCC, and you MUST notify

the "judge" in advance that you will be entering court under UCC. If you don't, the judge will automatically assume that you're entering

under constitutional law. Watch some videos on this topic on various alternative video channels to educate yourselves.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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"They are operate under military (admiralty) jurisdiction. You can tell this by the nag in the courthouse - it has a gold border on 3

sides." That never occurred to me, as I was always lead to believe that the gold trim was simply for indoor nags???
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM
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Incredible, heartwarming article!  I've made a number of observations of our state and our governor and they jive with what Pam Popper

says. I've looked at the utter disdain that so-called brilliant people have for our freedoms, how they simply deny the existence of true,

actual, solid science in lieu of their gibberish. What the the Deep State does is wallpaper the truth over with a feeling of disdain, they

aren't interested in truths, only their perverted ideologies.

If you compare peer reviewed scientiEc papers with the glossed over lies of the potentates who rule like nickel and dime rajahs you

realize that they are but diaphanous power seeking schwein that attend kindergarten at Klaus Schwab's home for wayward power drunk

freakazoids. I was amazed to see the perceived archangel of the Democratic party from Hawaii has studied at the knee of ol' Klaus so

she can keep pretending to be some kind of savior for the putrescent Democratic party.

Ya gotta just love the Israelophiles and those who see themselves as being so valuable that they deserve to be one of the future kapos

genunecting somberly at the altar of globalism and totalitarianism. Newsom, Buttergig, etc etc. They have thrown in with the Deep State

hombres and the day will come where they will vastly regret doublecrossing the freedom lovers of this nation and the world. Turncoat

politicians being Cabinet members?  Being senators, representatives?  

One last thought. There are people who insist there is no greater insult than being forced to wear a mask when entering a store or other

aediEce. Governors facing reelection this fall have allowed mayors and storekeeps to "do as they see Et". If I see Et to do brain surgery,

will the governor be OK with that? My point is that if I am forced to wear a mask by a particularly brutish store manager, I won't get

angry, this actually galvanizes me and as I leave the store, I say, "you won't see my kind anymore nor will you see my drachmas again".
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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lol....drachmas!  Love it.  We told them they were losing the wallet cuz this butt in the pew had a Bible, head and feet: one Lord, &

we're walking. The second time around.  The Erst church in transformation we were in the dark as craft took it by stealth & deceit

through small groups worked like the confessional & deceitful, stealth attack.  The second one we better understood what we

were dealing with.  And by the third one, we saw the handwriting on the wall.....Three Self Patriotic Movement arm of Rome,

American idol version. They speak like lambs, but cut people off at the knees from the shadows like dragons.  Ruthless.  Porneia

and power, manipulative sorcery the name of their game: scientized, philosophized, then hardened into 'tradition'.

But I see the broader application.  Also cautiously optimistic, loosely connected.  The problem with cronyism is that the real

problems don't need your business....the dollars extorted at the point of the sword of steel & handed out to cronies props them

up, while the demoralization has hardened their consciences & simultaneously nattered their self-righteousness that they have a

'cause', it's cultic.  As the corporatists acquire & control local businesses, they will keep the old names deceptively until it's too

late.  Like they did with the free & local churches.  It's by design, deceit & stealth...so those distracted don't realize what's going

on.   Anyways, your strategy will work w/ local, middle-class owned businesses not realizing they're serving their destroyers by

being blind faithers in 'HUMANITY!!!!!!' ...but not global corporatist owned & controlled.   Gotta watch your back.
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doblerlu
Joined On 10/9/2006 10:03:42 AM
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A call to action here in WA state!  The WA State Board of Health is having a live webinar on Wed, Jan 12th to discuss applying current

infectious disease WA codes to include COVID-19 for all WA State residents. The proposal allows local health ozcials to use law

enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be

isolated in a quarantine facility following refusal to voluntary comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment,

counseling, vaccination. These speciEcs come from WAC 246-100.  It also includes the COVID-19 injections as part of school

immunization requirements using WAC 246-105.  Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216  Passcode: 957396.   Details at sboh.wa.gov/.../January

 12Online. There is a website called CAPR.US for more info; I'm in Spokane. Excuse typing errors. !
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Here's some of the latest analysis-news:  PROS AND CONS OF OMICRON - www.bitchute.com/.../V9GH03IuBCBC  - forewarned

is forearmed! Watched in amazement as the DOJ head solicitor basically gave the SCOTUS incorrect information and bad data.

These shots are ineffective and dangerous, and do not stop transmission or infection. Find the references in govt.'s own data, on

websites or with their letterhead. And shove it in their faces. If necessary, obtain the Oct 22 2021 FDA slide deck, showing on

page 16, all the injuries expected from these shots. AND End the PEzer safety review from 3 months after shots rolled out.

(someone has this document, marked conEdential.) Shows 1200 deaths from the shots and that was, apparently acceptable, just

Ene with PEzer. add'l: you may want to End out if ICAN Network (Del Bigtree) is aware of this action.
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patland0
Joined On 4/22/2018 2:24:32 PM
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Just the best article!  I so appreciate you Dr Mercola, for all the good work you do.  I subscribed to you on substack and count myself

blessed to have all you great information available again.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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There is positive news out there. But the fear mongers want us in fear so the news is all about fear. Yesterday I was hoping for Dr.

Mercola to publish positive for even his posts can instill fear; and here this is posted. There are many groups Eghting everywhere. The

SEALS won their court case against the vaccine mandate. Now we have the USPS asking for an exclusion from it because if they have

to Ere the people who will not take the shot... the post ozce will be crippled. These next two points are positive but the fact they are

getting out is. We have the Insurance report out of Indiana stating that there was a 40 percent rise in death (mostly non covid) among

18 to 64 that stated in 2021. This is unheard of. The report states that even a 10 percent rise would be considered unheard of. And now

from the UK, 46 percent rise in deaths in 12 to 17. Stay in hope... if you End yourself overwhelmed in negative; then STOP reading,

listening, speaking! In other words do a cleanse and choose hope.
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BulgarianRose
Joined On 3/17/2011 7:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pam Popper's no-nonsense, logical approach to this horriEc global travesty is a welcome breath of fresh air. As she described, forming

a parallel society that operates locally, with cohesion, rules, and positive strategies, gives a whole new meaning and deEnition to the

21st-century operative term "Smart."
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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I found this article incredibly inspiring!  Many of our neighbors who are like minded, unvaxxed, have started meeting every few

weeks for wine night.  This, though, is a real plan of action.  Thank you Pam and Dr. Mercola for a fantastic article.  Also, parallel

societies already exist in the form of the Amish and Mennonite and they are successful, thriving communities.  They take care of

their own, that's for sure!
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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I'm in Canada but very excited about the small group thing. Pam's strategy makes it very simple. I'm already working in this area but am

going to take a page from her playbook. imo, in every way it's Participation that changes things. Not great analysis or comments.

Without active participation nothing changes. It's risking speaking our voice for change that does it. We can do it folks!
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carsos42
Joined On 12/15/2009 11:21:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looking to the future, I think this quote from Frederick Douglass in the past is still totally appropriate. If there is no struggle there is no

progress. Those who profess to favor freedom and yet depreciate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground,

they want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the oceans without the awful roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a

moral one, or it may be a physical one, and it may be both moral and physical, but it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing

without a demand. It never did and it never will. Find out just what any people will quietly submit to and you have found out the exact

measure of injustice and wrong which will be imposed on them, and these will continue till they are resisted with either words or blows,

or with both. The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA gives PEzer 8 months to comply with disclosure.  Doesn't this mean vaccine mandates are illegal, not only because the drug is

experimental, but also because people cannot possibly have informed consent?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Informed consent went out the window with emergency use. My take is their drug/shot doesn't work well against delta and

doesn't protect much against omicron, so the longer the info remains hidden, the longer it takes any researchers from blaring out

the bad news.
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! I just discovered this new book regarding treating covid patients early on. "Overcoming The Covid Darkness" by Brian Tyson, MD and

George Fareed, MD. I will order it. How about interviewing them? Thank you!
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LazarusLong
Joined On 1/18/2008 11:45:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Despite the complete and utter ignorance of the liberal Justices on the SCOTUS, who are completely misinformed about the virus, its

variants, and the vaccines, there may be enough adherence to the Constitution to nullify the mandate  I keep telling my patients to

remember that the old phrase from investing has Enally come to pass with this blown-out of-proportion crisis, "The trend is your friend".

 Omicron is making all overreactions in Public Health policy look more and more ridiculous. Soon the putsch to vaccinate will be moot.

South African studies show mild illness and immunity from Delta with Omicron. England is of January 01,  4% Delta, 95.7% Omicron.

IDRs (Infection death rates) are a fragment of previous waves. The same graphs are appearing in the US.

The hysterical response to this entire viral infection was based on stubborn adherence to the WHO and CDCs wild predictions of fatality,

the insane belief, especially here in the US and a few other formerly free nations, that locking down and testing healthy people was a

good strategy, rather than protecting the frail and vulnerable. Of course, forbidding early treatment--actually outlawing it in some places

added real deaths to the ginned up, incorrect counts Deborah Birx was presenting all through 2020 at the COVID Task Force meeting in

Washington.

The strategy now remains the one I have advised since the crisis began. Among others, boost Vitamin D serum levels above 55 Ng/mL,

add magnesium and zinc to daily supplementation. Shed body fat, the absolutely largest factor in COVID morbidity and mortality. Since

the data detailing Quercetin as a zinc ionophore comparable to HCQ and ivermentin, I have recommended that as a prophylactic and as

an intervention. All of these recommendations are non-speciEc. They are protective from all viral illness. There will be life with endemic

COVID, and all forms of upper respiratory infections.  Here's hoping we can move along soon.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you dr. Mercola for this great article. It's so nice to read something about someone who is ezcient and effective, and who can

point out the difference between just being inspiring and actually being effective and how easy and important it is to be effective. This

plan will work. Thank you for bringing it to our attention so that each and every one of us can start a Thursday group if we want

Solutions in our neighborhoods.
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Texaspeaches
Joined On 9/17/2021 9:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is one of the most awesome articles I have seen from Mercola, though all are excellent.  It is so encouraging to see the processes

that are being developed to win!  Thank you so much!  God bless our country and all those around the world who are Eghting so hard for

individual freedom!
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most choose the path of least resistance. That’s not necessarily a bad thing but it can be dangerous if we don’t engage our brains.

Those in power know how to control the population. Pushing the right buttons at the right time. This is where critical thinking becomes

crucial for survival!
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes it is descending into a two tier society over here in the UK.  The vaxxed/masked and the unvaxxed/unmasked.  Luckily I know a lot

of the second half and the jab is NOT mandated in the UK for most.  So life continues pretty OK so far.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fortywinks - Its good you know a lot of unvaxxed/ unmasked people. You must be in England a bit different and stricter here in

Scotland and I am just 400 miles from London.  I don't know anyone in my age group thats unvaxxed. However there is still hope.
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Stockbridge
Joined On 2/25/2021 4:01:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have lost most of my old friends due to being ‘unjabbed’ but have found new like minded true friends!  It is sad and shocking how we

have been victimised and shunned just because we prefer not to be Guinea pigs in this medical ‘experiment’!  Thank you Dr M and your

team for helping to keep us sane!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stockbridge, You said, "I have lost most of my old friends due to being ‘unjabbed’..." I aver that you haven't lost much of anything

worth holding onto. Consider this: Those "friends" deny your rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy.

 They revealed themselves to have been your foes all along.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A crisis can expose a person's true character.  Better to End out, as disappointing as it is.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In South Africa, the government wants to curb home schooling by requiring that an ozcial needs to give permission to parents for

home schooling. Can this same thing occur in the US as well?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The premise is that the state is the proper guardian of the child, not the parents. It is part of a larger problem where govt has

decided our individual rights no longer matter.
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SLB5772
Joined On 2/11/2015 5:07:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i am not an attorney but i believe the answer is yes. i have a vague recollection of when teachers tried to make homeschooling

illegal because they wanted a government-imposed monopoly on teaching.  my recollection is that their argument was that only

a government-approved teacher was able to adequately teach. i do not know what ended the effort but I suspect it ended

because at the time voters did not support the idea.
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I didn't know that, that's shocking Navisos. I would say we should not comply. This government by tragic dereliction of duty has

failed education in SA completely.
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TMZDDZ
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:35:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will learn everything you need to know about homeschooling in the US by going to wwwdotHSLDAdotorg. They also help out

with homeschooling rights around the world! Search South Africa on that site.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The effort to squash homeschooling in the '70's (US) failed because the independent, freely assembling& associating, local

churches were still strong. In the '90's-'00's the powers that shouldn't be had made progress in moving people from the Bible,

historical roots remembering what Rome likes to hide& pretend didn't happen, doctrine& literacy, to the 'from a distance'

ecumenical model& LCD doctrine, & confounding 'conservative' w/ 'faithful'.  All they had to do was hold course.  

You can't Eght corporatism w/ corporatism: once the power centralizes, it corrupts.  The response of the powers that shouldn't be

in their cloistered planning sessions was Dole's deal seducing the churches under State control; inEltrating homeschool groups;

placing sodomites/pedos w/ resistance to light, freedom& protecting the children into positions of power in social

services&elsewhere Ending ways to override family& community...while redeEning it; inEltrating ministries& denominations

organized according to the Babylonian corporatist order where every connecting layer is easily controlled by taking the top& inner

circles.

Richard Wurmbrandt's Voice of the Martyrs is 1 example of that; the SBC another. They held ''retreats',seminars'& 'leadership

training',& worked it like they did dishonestly removing people from the KJB: don't tell the 'little people', 'let them down easy'. New

pastors. All they had to do was End the equivalent of Birx & Fauci above& convince them their faith was vain, that deceit was

good 'leadership'....'kinder& gentler',& the game was on. It's no mistake that Rick Warren is CFR.

We became like the unvaxxed when we held& stood. You must Eght from separated ground, or be corrupted. Strategy was to ny

under the radar, identify the deceiving innuencers, & expose them. The issue w/ socialism is dependency, & the challenge is

convincing folks that freedom & fear of God is far preferable to dependency & fear of Man. They have to choose truth, forced is

tyranny.
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_onafusionmodels.co.za
Joined On 6/22/2021 6:43:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I didn’t know that I have friends who have pulled their kids out of schools that are trying to push vaxing and are home schooling.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

navisos34, Yes, it can. In the form of government operators requiring private tutors to obtain their permission in the form of a

license to teach.  HOWEVER, Since no human being is a slave to others, including government operators, no human being

legitimately requires another human being's permission to tutor his/her children at home--dictates to the contrary

notwithstanding. Many parents have been giving government operators the middle Enger by hiring private tutors whom they vet

themselves by asking for proof of their competency in the subjects they tutor, hiring them to tutor their children at home, and

paying them in cash "under the table".
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

navisos34, that's terrible. This has been going on for a long time in many countries. In the early 2000s, I heard a well-known

minister on the radio one day on the topic of home-schooling and how it was being threatened. Then, sometime later, perhaps a

couple more yrs., they were saying those who had been home-schooled wouldn't be allowed into colleges, since they weren't

socialized not qualiEed, with the '''proper''' education !  I remember thinking how evil these people were, trying anything to

maintain control, and keeping parents out of the picture.      

We were in upstate NY in the 70s & our church had started a school, but only through grade 6 for awhile until they added on. In

the late 70s, it was completed when our son was in 9th grade, and thankfully, we moved him there.  Today, so many parents both

work, making it dizcult to homeschool, but I hope and pray many are able to make the right decision, as those kids are so

important. The gov't is afraid the parents will have too much innuence on their children that doesn't match what they have in

mind, especially if God and morals may be mixed in.
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leedur
Joined On 4/26/2011 10:28:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have to credit Dr M with helping me “wake up” very early on in the Plandemic. I would have eventually but he really set me free and on

the right path as soon as he new what was happening. I’ve been following Dr M for years and years and trust him. If I had one complaint

it would be this one thing. It’s a minor thing but it still is annoying. Whenever I forward any of his articles, whether by text or email the

recipient must usually sign up in order to read the article. I myself would not want to do that either.  So a lot of his articles don’t get read

by some people I send them to. I wish they could Ex this …
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steventexas
Joined On 1/13/2011 3:53:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you seems weak for my gratitude to Dr. Mercola.  He is such a wonderful spiritual force and patriot against this evil.  Love you Dr.

Mercola and others whose eyes seee this message.  We can beat this pychological and biological warfare against us by our own

"government"
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You Can't Comply Your Way Out Of TYRANNY.  - Mike Adams
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thats why the founding fathers made the 2nd amendment the 2nd amendment! It's coming.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this recent dialogue between Mike Adams and Patriot Nurse she states "there has been a fundamental shift in the role of health care

provider and patient./there are a couple of things going on, a lack of empathy in the past two generations by health care providers

(notably, doctors)/and the shifting family structure within the U.S./the absence of a father Egure . . . . ". The doctor then becomes the

surrogate authoritarian, the "father Egure". This dynamic explains a lot. Instead of the doctor-patient relationship being a "partnership, it

has become a power structure" . . . . . .   Mike Adams notes that this trend toward authoritarianism has spilled over into other areas of

society like the school boards, and media censorship.         www.brighteon.com/01b92804-b7c3-43e4-9635-a39f1c290a6f       Cue up

circa 12:00 for a salient 3 minutes.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epi-cure, all these unelected people need to do, when the going gets too hot to handle, is declare there is no longer an

emergency. (An emergency for a bad cold??) add'l: PROS AND CONS OF OMICRON - www.bitchute.com/.../V9GH03IuBCBC  The

question is what's going to make it too hot to handle? Cannot imagine how much longer these tyrannical Agencies can keep it

going. My guess is a bevy of angry mom's camping out on the CDC's doorstep and simultaneously the FDA's front and center

revolving doors (doorstep) might just do the trick.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose,      a battalion of angry moms armed to the teeth might work even better. All in all, IMO, the moms are gonna win this thing,

at least in the U.S. because what passes for men over here is largely pathetic.      So if one in 200 batches/lots of vaxxes is

especially toxic/lethal then why are so many people getting ill? Is omicron hysteria pushing droves of me-too-ers to these

inhospitables (malapropism)?  Is a sizeable portion of the E.Rs. now comprised of overreacting cold/nu patients?        I'm placing

The Real Reason They
Want to Give COVID Jabs
to Kids
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inhospitables (malapropism)?  Is a sizeable portion of the E.Rs. now comprised of overreacting cold/nu patients?        I'm placing

D.E. Martin's 2 questions, which I'm exploring to underpin a lawsuit, before our county commissioners at their next meetup.    

 ourtube.co.uk/.../Fm3NQxfOsDppDrK     (thanks to MaxDuncan for the link)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Am taking a long winter's nap, your comment gave me at least 3 chuckles, thanks!
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article, thank you Dr. Mercola.
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JK1903
Joined On 1/7/2021 8:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I mean, our government resembles more the government of China or North Korea than it does what we used to have." Actually, North

Korea has rejected twice the corona vaccines, millions of doses, that were offered to them free of charge. The reason? North Korea

deems the side effects of the vaccines to be so serious that they don't want to expose their citizens to them.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But North Korea is OK with the 'side' effects of starvation and suppression.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL!  Thanks for the info!
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CeceliaAnn
Joined On 8/30/2010 1:35:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many of us in America are trying to Egure out a way to Eght back.   We see the corruption but are powerless.  This Make Americans

Free might be the ticket especially for my grandsons!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pam Popper mentions, very early in the video, the disappearance of many communities - and then appears to offer a single community

as the solution. A single community is the problem. The pandemic is all about creating ONE community, where everyone follows the

same rules, where, although individuals might have different opinions, different personal rules, all "communities" follow the same rules.

Humans naturally live in many communities. Throughout our lives, we change and our communities change naturally evolving.

Communities, small, medium, and large, are essential to healthiness. Focus on a single community to solve problems is a disaster. We

need to revive our communities, all of them, for the health of it.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The irony is it won't be much of a community either. The Reset folks want to keep their community (the one they allow and

control) mostly online in isolation at home. Masked whenever they encounter each other. This idea is great in controlling and

quelling rebellions. BUT since part of their strategy is to turn us against each other the New Normies will have a hard time

organizing to Eght us. Say there are 30% of us opposed to 70% of them. The 70% can spy through the curtains and call the police

or report FB or phone conversations. But they are by nature afraid to meet even with each other and have already proven

themselves to be great physical cowards. And our numbers will grow as more people get sick of the current state of things. But

the dollar is collapsing. Setting up a parallel economy is also essential.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Mind blowing speech by Dr David Martin, He blows away the Covid19 JAB agenda, as well as, the reset agenda.  Brilliant!!!  He is on

FIRE.! forbiddenknowledgetv.net/mind-blowing-dr-david-martin-exposes-the-the-..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, From Nov 11, 2021.
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cah1248
Joined On 8/4/2018 6:05:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a great article. Very encouraging. This is exactly what we are doing in Stand Up Michigan. Forming a parallel system outside of

the current one. We will provide for ourselves, we've already stopped giving them our money.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

cah1248    I spent the better part of a year in a group that splintered as a subchapter toward the goal of raising enough money to

hire a constitutional attorney. Overall, the donations trickled in too slowly and the wait was too long. In time the Thursday

meetups seemed like an end in itself instead of the means toward the primary goal. Since then we have individually risen from

the ashes and are more resolved than ever to forge ahead by being aligned with coalitions like Stand Up Michigan. The takeaway

lesson is to remain sober to the rate of progress and not waste time on too lofty ambitions when there are simpler ways to move

forward like Notices Of Liability and lawsuits served.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Very positive and encouraging article
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lindatkd
Joined On 4/2/2011 7:11:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, thank you so much for this. I've only heard Dr. Popper's name vaguely once or twice. It was so wonderful and reassuring to

watch this interview. Where I live, my husband and I feel so isolated. Literally everyone we know is in the Branch Covidian cult. Moving

is not realistic right now, maybe in the future. I feel hopeful now that we can start to build some community. Thanks again!
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Branch Covidian Cult, hahahaha, younger people wont get it!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember that the grape kool aide won't work unless we all drink it together. Dr. Jim Jones
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Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel the same way.  Only my husband and I are "vaccine" free.  Everyone we know, friends, relatives (even adult children) and

neighbors have all gotten the jab.  It's a very isolating feeling.  I wish to be able to End a "Stand up" group in my area.
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lisetetrault
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Add as Friend  Send Message

wow that is real good news. Blessings to Miss Popper.she is God's gift . We need to support her with our donations.  Thank you Dr

Mercola for bringing some positive news in our lives.  We appreciate what you are doing.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The foot soldiers of the world’s goliaths need to be convinced that they are on the wrong side. They need to see they too are slaves.

Without these foot soldiers, the goliaths simply can’t carry out this tyrannical agenda.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 4:39:12 AM
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And by “foot soldiers” I mean anyone from police to private security to low level government ozcials to doctors and nurses etc.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 4:41:07 AM
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formed
Joined On 9/1/2021 2:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are just birth pangs. The game is much bigger - eternal security. It is written already

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 4:04:23 AM
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mozo33
Joined On 6/16/2021 2:23:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God made the Erst image, and is now in the process of destroying this image he has made, which there will not be in our mind

one stone left upon another of ...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 6:04:56 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, and it's real.  Not allegory or that 'other' thirty-three.  Their rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies being the judges!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 9:43:47 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/federal-government-opening-Erst-..  Watch the Erst video and learn why oxygen is not getting

to Fauci's brain. Watch the clapping seals in the second video and realize this is the only way you will get inside a major sports stadium

if you are unvaxed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 12:18:48 AM
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AureliaOana
Joined On 8/25/2008 10:57:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arthurrieloutlook.com: ceausescu wasn't killed by HIS nation! he was killed by the "people" who are behind THIS plandemic!!! so you

don't know!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/10/2022 7:59:16 AM
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will41
Joined On 12/29/2021 2:27:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

New to the sight.  I found this link and thought that perhaps the Fauchi scam may be starting to be exposed.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/must-watch-canadian-covid-care-allian..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 10:48:02 PM
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This leaves me frustrated. I am in no position to start my own group. I am a SERIOUS introvert. Furthermore, I am absolutely not

comfortable in a group of people, and she says it has to be in person. Why? I need to be able to communicate with people remotely,

because that is the only way I feel safe and comfortable. My history of this need goes back practically to my infancy, and I have already

lived 3/4 of a century, so it's nothing new. So I can't start a group. But I would join a group in my city, especially if I didn't have to go to

meetings. I hate meetings. My hearing problems are virtually impossible in a meeting, even with hearing aids. I can't understand a thing!

So how do I End an existing group? We really need for all the groups in one city to network with each other. This is on a par with the fact

that although I get her emails, everything she does is videos. I don't have the time, patience, or hearing for a video. Give me a ton of

reading material, and I'm good. So how do I mesh with her efforts? DernedifIknow. Everyone starting little groups, even if they grow, still

fractures us. I need for her to tell us how to End existing groups, if she won't refer us. And in fact, this is the Erst time I ever heard of

people refusing to refer anyone. Usually, people have a map on their web site. You choose your location, and they list all the things

going on at your location, with contact information. So that leaves me out in the cold. Please ask her to address this.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 7:21:57 PM
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish the article would have mentioned getting a free website like at tapatalk.com   A messageboard is a good option, but it has

free software to build a website.  A messageboard would be great for homeschooling which seems like a good idea in the times

of spike proteins in the schools. The article could have called for a librarian effort and anybody in a librarian effort should have a

website since it is free and a useful thing.  Everyone needs a place to tribe.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/10/2022 12:23:29 AM
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Challenging “ the legal basis of the emergency declaration that allowed the mandates to be rolled out in the Erst place “ Is a very good

start to the legal challenge. BUT your emphasis on" separate systems" I question although thought of..… is that NOT JUST exactly what

is already happening with having to prove your vaxx status? Are you then not playing into the Great ReSet’s hands to obviously separate

2 groups of people?? Reminds those of us with a knowledge of history of the awful times and dreadful deaths and experiments of the

Adolf Hilter Joseph Goebbles and DR>?? Mengele times…

And my amazement continues how can the majority of the worlds population it seems… be so convinced that what is happening is the

only way to go>>>?? At least 1 of my Natural hat wearing MD’s has left the practice… she has always been a non repeat vaxx Lady, it is

patients loss but at least she made a statement not to be blackmailed into taking the experimental vaxx gene therapy falsly advertisd as

vaccine>>>   and as predicted Booster after booster due to the failed Vaxx in the Erst place... you know advertised as the 2 shots that

will give the nation all its freedoms back... LIES and More Lies... be blackmailed into taking the experimental vaxx gene therapy falsly

advertisd as vaccine>>>

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 6:07:59 PM
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is oozing, creeping, lurking, deceiving, and never sleeps is the dis-ease of despair. Your addiction to the fear is equal to your

reliance and allegiance to the moronmedia, Plus boosters. Face it, you have learned little, and it is you...that ruins it for the rest and the

future generations. Your penance is to mask your face from the sun for an eternity. And be happy about it. Jab at it!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 5:42:35 PM
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a positive article! Great news, and Pam Popper sounds like she is on Ere! Thursday groups sound great too. Although I don't get

the part where they cannot connect people to an existing group...? Surely, as soon as there are two people in a group it becomes an

'existing' group, and so if people can't ever be added, how does it grow? So, that part doesn't make sense to me.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2022 5:29:19 PM
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wallguy
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vs8fqv-youre-watching-a-movie-compilation-of-staged-scenes-..  A grainy two minute wonder. The fake china syndrome,

including never before seen camera dudes!
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ArrowDurfee
Joined On 10/29/2020 7:22:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please support Dr McCullough... he is a leading freedom Eghter and he's doing the work to save humanity!

www.givesendgo.com/G2DR5?fbclid=IwAR1tEeb6Qct75xfNRE8pqPzDRGQ4KlNjCu5n..
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soybean63
Joined On 9/3/2021 1:27:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Pam Popper mentioned that attorney Tom Renz testiEed in an Ohio House Committee meeting. It was on June 9, 2021. He gave

proponent testimony for Ohio HB248: The Vaccine Choice & Antidiscrimination Act. If interested in the bill: www.voteyesonhb248.com

At this point in time, after our Ohio legislators doing everything in their power to destroy HB248, we now have a Petition Initiative to put

the bill on the ballot for Ohio voters to vote on. If this succeeds then the HB248 language would be incorporated into Ohio law. We are

collecting signatures now.

Several legislators have said that Ohio HB248 has had the most public support of any bill in the HISTORY of the State of Ohio!! I call it

"The Bill To Die On" and Ohio Advocates For Medical Freedom President, Stephanie Stock, calls it "The People's Bill."  Both are accurate.
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dmprisk
Joined On 5/11/2007 5:19:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I actually made a good email friend, when this person asked for any treatments for the jabbed or Covid in the comment on one of the

Rumble videos I was watching. He posted an email and I sent him a reply and listed all the info I had for treatment and people to listen

to.  He turned out to be a really nice person and he is now on my short email list that I blast out daily all the videos and emails i get from

the REAL RED PILLED AWAKE people and doctors, like from Dr. Mercola (and now I also have to download the PDF in case they can't get

to it in time before it's removed I put the PDF as an attachment in the email I send out). I also post them on Spreely. com and

Trumpbook usa.com and Brighteon.social so I can End things fast in case I need to resend something. It is sometimes faster to go

there and look up an article/video. I don't post on FB, I deactivated Twitter. I do get Pam Poppers emails, but get so many I usually

delete them, but now I won't. I hope what she is doing will work.
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lookingintoit
Joined On 3/30/2021 8:13:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, Steve Hayes and Jonah Goldberg are brought on to trash the other side thinking that because they're "conservative" that they can

innuence more people. It's a fake out. They can say, see even conservatives agree with our narrative,
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daw8493
Joined On 3/28/2015 1:04:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pam Popper was smart not to make this about politics so that more people who have the same concerns would be involved.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so wrong in so many ways.  Must every aspect of life be synthetically-controlled?

metro.co.uk/2022/01/07/farmer-gives-cooped-up-cows-vr-headsets-to-incr..   “This really does, I think, remind everyone of when

COVID-19 Erst appeared and there were such major disruptions across every part of our normal life,” said Tom Cotter, director of

emergency response and preparedness at the global health nonproEt Project HOPE. “And the unfortunate reality is, THERE'S NO WAY

OF PREDICTING WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT UNTIL WE GET OUR VACCINATION NUMBERS--GLOBALLY--UP.” This is what will happen:

www.brighteon.com/60d6d13f-6e58-4490-a18a-5f7b3e83b00b
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MPeary1947
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:14:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Praise God for Pam Popper who is "kicking butt and taking names!!!"  She's in it to WIN it!!!  Hallelujah!  Now let's get out of OUR comfort

zones and create our own 'Thursday Group."  These demons are going to fall on their own swords!!!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A Willie Nelson song is running through my head. "We Sure Could Use a Little Good News Today." Nice to read this. Thanks Pam. Worth

noting the real reason the Aussies are in such a pickle. Lots of other nations don't have guns but are better off than Australia. Most of

the people down under have been way to loyal, trusting and obedient to ozcials who deserve no loyalty, trust, or even obedience.

Governor Holcomb is a bit of a RINO but is known for being the Erst American governor to sign it into the state constitution that

churches could not be forced to close under any emergency. (Preachers and leaders may choose to cancel services in some cases.)

You know why Holcomb did that? Hoosiers love going to church and probably would just ignore the mandate in droves anyhow. If they

know lots of people will not comply the tyrants will often repeal their edicts just to save face. When they aren't masking up for the

cameras.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Australia rising. https://youtu.be/EWazgbMum8Q   Numbers count, but protests and petitions are often ignored by governments.  It

helps that there is widespread resistance, actually refusing the jab.  Effective actions will have consequences, such as lawfare and

convictions, Enancial costs to pharmaceutical industries, boycotts, etc.  Also, vote the basturds out.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good. Loving your neighbor is the biggest monkey wrench in this takeover. If we had really been looking out for each other--not

isolated at home saying, "Let George Washington do it," this could not have happened.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond.....aussie you?  What a great vid....thank you so much.....I'm Aussie...Vic..Korrie... pure blood. Thank You.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Pamela Popper for being a beacon of light during these dark times

🙏

 Also, Private Membership Associations are “popping”

up. These PMA’s are private businesses that are not beholden to any government oversight and mandates.  They include healthcare,

legal, school and food private businesses 

🙏
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Healthbene_ts
Joined On 1/8/2022 8:49:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love you Pam and Dr. Mercola! Two long time health and truth heroes! You’re in good company and well respected by all who “get it”.

(We need to get the EUA stopped - yesterday!) Del Bigtree at his www.thehighwire.com  and Robert Kennedy, jr

 www.thechildrenshealthdefense.org   The constitutional sheriffs www.cspoa.org.  The truth about cancer www.ttac.com     The truth

about vaccines www.ttav.com   These are heroes too!!! The Frontline doctors, HUGE heroes, many kudos and now we have Dr.

McCullough and Dr. Malone! Tom Renz!! Stew Peters! Dr. Vernon Coleman! Heroes we have. All the other side has are liars and losers

and sociopaths!  You all are great examples of what courage, freedom and truth looks like.
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luvgpof
Joined On 3/10/2009 1:01:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally some good news!! Are there any others out there like me who would reach out and start a local group, but are in a predicament

with a spouse who is on the opposite side and wouldn't understand nor agree? I want to know what I can do with limited time.
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rizkallah
Joined On 6/19/2011 12:23:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@otis, @randyfast; I agree on the hoax part. C has never been isolated, and it's all been based on a computer model, and then there's

the push for V,  Big Pharma gets rich. Fear mongering, brainwashing, control, targeting the children & etc.  My burning question is this: I

know 3 unV'd people who have had "C," and 6 months to a year a later, a sudden and random stroke. If there's no "C," then what are your

thoughts on why there is an increase in stroke for so many people at this time? Shedding vax perhaps? Sedentary life, masks, stress,

fear?
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arunge
Joined On 12/20/2020 12:33:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pam Popper is correct.  I live in Ohio and I work for a common pleas court judge.  I want to say more, but I am not sure this is the best

forum for me.  I have been trying to End a MAGA meeting.  I have been going to the meetings at Portia's, but they slowly turned into

social gatherings instead of rallying.  If anyone can direct me where to go, I can possibly be of some help.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not sure which is better, Dr. Mercola's articles or the comments from the Mercola community?   Both provide great insight and

understanding.  "The eyes see only what the mind is prepared to comprehend." -  Henri Bergson    Yes, we are at war.  The battleEeld:

"Pseudo-Reality of COVID" (DR. Fauci) vs. The "Reality of Common Sense" The Powers That Be (TPTB) (Power Elite) (Deep State)

creates their "Pseudo-Realities" using corporate & social media via their; gaslighting, narrative, gatekeepers, and algorithms. Their tools

are censorship, half-truths, and "lies by omission."  The #1 “Pseudo-Reality of TPTB” is convincing the “masses” that they,  TPTB don’t

exist.  It is all just a bunch of “conspiracy theories.”    Don’t think (who has the time anyway) or ask questions,  just keep watching your

T.V.  and interacting with social media.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

40/50 years ago I realized that the most important word is pseudo- starting with Harry Browne's pseudo warehouse receipts-

fake receipts for real gold and silver- today's "money" is nothing but an extension of these pseudo receipts

www.amazon.com/s?k=harry+browne&crid=1LYGOZK95X8HH&spreEx=har..
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very insightful and impressive thinker is Pam Popper. Everybody chooses where they wish to Eght and how. The resistance movement

may still require a D-day invasion force. That force I believe is in elected and appointed ozcials who can if they have the mind set,

conscience and spirit to alter the circumstances in a major way. It is a mind set that must be reached just as much as a protagonist

decides that enough is enough and says " oncle" This mind set is what causes change in govt attitude and why in some countries the

military has a lot of say and in others very little or how countries differ in customs and behaviors. How we reach this mind set is an all in

effort at many levels and where it is deEcient Pam Popper is Elling that gap and wears the customary bulls eye target.

Extreme wealth and technology encourages megalomania by those few who entice government to their ends rather than the autonomy

of its people. Who will ever say the government recruits the wisest and most honest advisors to examine information? Yet they should

and know how to End them. Most will toe the line or are bought as this is the mind set they have adopted. Fear of being alone in their

stance is another issue. But things are changing due to attitudes and behaviors changing. My belief is that those who have been

captured  but not corrupted they will in time speak out if not to relieve their conscience but to offer some resistance to their overlords.

Self preservation in the light of continuous and obvious stupidity is a good reason to resist. But it begins with a mind set and this is

occurring in the attitudes and information coming from those who were asleep before and for others who knew the courage to speak as

the climate changes.
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sal4081
Joined On 11/28/2020 4:49:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for continuing to share truth and encouragement!
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GAQ_12
Joined On 1/9/2022 7:13:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a MUST!

"The public cannot comprehend this [silent] weapon [of control], and

therefore cannot believe that they are being attacked and subdued by a

weapon. The public rightly instinctively feel that something is wrong, but

because of the technical nature of the silent weapon, they cannot express

their feeling in a rational way, or handle the problem with intelligence.

Therefore they do not know how to cry for help, and do not know how to

associate with others to defend themselves against it."

Bill Cooper ~ 'Behold a Pale Horse'
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23rdpsalm
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:50:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola; I want to say after this podcast, that they are indeed still killing people !  I watched, argued and Prayed that the hospital

would not kill my husband, for 6 weeks he daily went downhill. First he went in, they jabbed that test up his nose. oh, C*v! D positive !

 we have one protocol, they would not do or try anything else. I know he had pneumonia, which is treated differently!  they gave him

remedesivir, even though we initially  said no, but after 5 days he was in  not getting better, and was still making his own decisions. He

said he wanted to try it.  He was in quarantine, so I was not allowed to see him for 25 days ! 5 days after that evil drug, he was moved to

ICU, and intubated. week later his kidneys were failing, he went on Dialysis, had G.I bleed, blood clots in his legs! few days later, he went

in to A-Fib , threw a clot, and had a stroke . He never woke up, sadly I lost him on December 9th.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello  23rdpsalm, so sorry for your loss. And yes, they are killing people, perhaps a lot and are covering it up.

 https://www.vaccineimpact.com  .  steverotter.com/hospitals-killing-unvaccinated-patients
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi 23rd Psalm. I am so sorry. Will pray for you today.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

23rdpsalm ~ What you both went through was horrible, and all because these doctors aren't allowed to deviate from the

instructions they're made to follow.  My niece is going through nearly the same thing right now, and it's so sad. I'm so sorry for

your loss and adding you to my prayer list as well.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

23rdpsalm - I'm so very sorry for the loss of your loved one. I know how ruthless hospitals are. My husband was in hospital (in

the UK) he was put on the Liverpool Pathway which drugged and killed him.That was 9 years ago, and I missed him so much. My

heartfelt thoughts are with you.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pls see  pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov  "COVID-19 Symptoms Alert Machine (CSAM) scanner, or apparatus...employs ArtiEcial Intelligent

(AI) technology in combination with the latest mobile device technology (viz. smart phone/smart watch) to quickly help track down

people who have COVID-19 symptoms anywhere and anytime, isolate them, and professionally handle them, not allowing SARS-CoV-2

virus to spread. CSAM automatically measures body temperature and assesses lung conditions such as pulmonary Ebrosis and B-lines

(for asymptomatic people), and other current health vital information (CHVI), furnished by the participant, such as fever, sore throat,

headache, and body ache to generate an alert signal when COVID-19 symptoms are found signiEcant and to send it out to a COVID-19

control center. The alerted participant is then immediately required to go to the COVID-19 control center or be picked up by a special

COVID-19 emergency vehicle for isolation and further evaluation and testing. If the testing turns out to be COVID-19 positive, the

participant will be quarantined and treated appropriately according to COVID-19 protocol until he/she is tested COVID-19 negative.

In the meantime, people who have been in close physical contact with this participant will be alerted and requested to be immediately

checked for COVID-19 symptoms. If anyone is found to have COVID-19 symptoms, then he/she must go through the same protocol. The

process is repeated until all people in the cluster are tested COVID-19 negative. This will ensure that SARS-CoV-2 virus for this cluster

has been completely eliminated. A rapid deployment of this type of apparatus throughout communities where people tend to

congregate such as superstores, supermarkets, and any other establishments, small or large, can help to contain the rapid spread of

the disease...People, who pass through this apparatus without an alert signal, should feel more conEdent..." what are "B-lines"?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THAT is tyranny writ large.  Perfect cover for eliminating 'resisters' to the regime change & transfer of wealth & power.......while

not effective positively for health since the 'symptoms' for covid are being a living, breathing person having the occasional sni�e.

 It effectively locks down everyone except the powers that be who control the AI system & infrastructure.   They haven't even

isolated & revealed SARS-CoV-2 ....releasing the information so that citizens can test with certainty, or develop comparative

treatment studies.  Why so surreptitious? It's also a ridiculously obvious scam for constant & repetitious testing fees with

potential to deliver more than a positive or negative covid response.  Stupid.  Who cares if colds spread rapidly, especially with a

disease that then confers immunity?  Unless, of course you're talking a total control loop where the diseases are created in which

case criminal charges need to be Eled for premeditated murder. Unacceptable.
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gh_nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many Ene well spoken comment’s today, well spoken and to learn by.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally, some good news!
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Rick63
Joined On 6/14/2015 6:28:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good article but the author is obsessed and infected with propaganda regarding Germany. The real connection and example is

Bolshevik, Red Army and Cheka. The same group Kissinger is with.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totalitarianism stinks. Whatever it's called.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As in present day MVD in Russia?
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Cagey_ghter
Joined On 5/1/2021 8:32:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great video. The place to start is the stock market. It is completely corrupt, huge investment companies are using our money to buy

everything. From the media to health care, from the food chain to the banking and transport industry. My favourite is that the walls we

put round our computer programs, software data and personal information ie NORTON and to a slightly lesser extent McAffee is totally

controlled by Vanguard and Blackrock. Over the past few years the USA government dumped trillions of dollars in to the stock market to

keep it proEtable for the elite. This is your and your grand kids money, that they are giving to these huge organisations, who then control

us and control the government that then will steal more of your money.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!  Love it!  Waiting for SCOTUS to declare 'we're all Fauci's beagles now'.  (Did you hear those fbomb clowns??)  But this gives me

hope.  End EUA!  The criminals won't stop what they do -- we need to stop it.
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sea5682
Joined On 10/6/2019 9:55:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, at this point all I can say is "at least we're not speaking German" right? Why is it that while WE are ALL living under a TYRANNY that

was born out of the ashes of WW2, that so many still resort to the "knee jerk" reaction of blaming the Germans - ESPECIALLY the ones

that were Eghting this very type of tyranny to begin with? Comments like: "This is like Germany in the 1940's" is a FALLACY (as easily

proved one if it were ALLOWED to be debated). It doesn't take a brain surgeon or rocket scientist to trace CAUSE AND EFFECT of helping

usher in Global COMMUNISM. WE (as in primarily the United States) through our industrial might (and the fact we weren't getting

bombed to smithereens by the Germans like THEY were by the RAF and USAAC/USAF) enabled this Global Clown Show to get started.

Left to their own devices, the Germans would have stopped it COLD!  

Inch by inch WE helped dismantle "Western Society" by enabling our OPPRESSORS. What was once the beacon to all Nations has

become a cesspit governed by a mongrel "Society" in which this bacterium thrived. So here we are - being stripped of our freedoms so

that those whose SOLE DESIRE is to RULE over US can "mandate" us into extinction. They exterminate the best and the brightest like the

Soviets did in the Katyn Forest. So please get off the "National Socialist Germans BAD" schtik. At this point, if you're not espousing the

TRUTH, you're just another confused idiot or LIAR that is keeping the light off the COCKROACHES that are behind the "veil". The same

COCKROACHES  that destroyed ANY Country that DARED resist their complete takeover like 1930's Germany and more recently Libya

and many others. The same COCKROACHES that "invented" COMMUNISM. But on the bright side, at least we're not speaking German

right?
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL, if you're talking to me, you clearly missed my point and misunderestimate my knowledge of ongoing Bolshevik-inspired

crises.  Gute Nacht and Gott segne!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a link to the Joe Rogan dr. Malone interview if you haven't checked it out yet. www.bitchute.com/.../DAU74ByibIYd
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diane....
Joined On 5/19/2010 8:46:34 AM
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Is there a Thursday group in cape coral, Florida?
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A right-wing Indiana state senator has backtracked on his shocking instructions to a history teacher during a legislative hearing this

week not to criticize Nazism or fascism to his students. www.yahoo.com/news/indiana-senator-walks-back-instruction-143456114.ht..

 Nazism is gaining in popularity globally and most just ignore this fact, but Nazism is the deEning Godless spirit behind the pandemic...
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Joined On 3/29/2016 10:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just wondering if anyone else has thought of the dropping of military/police, etc. When they're thru cleansing religious personnel,

what's left will have no problem enslaving/arresting/shooting the rest of the population.
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Joined On 10/23/2020 2:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202    So sorry to hear about your husband and how he usffered so long. You suffered too. We also had the virus before it was

named and have also managed to stay healthy with what we learn on this website.
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Joined On 7/24/2009 3:16:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BayCare Alliant on Main St, Dunedin, FL is making a point of moving people with communicable disease (COVID) to corridors and

proximate to patients who are immune compromised. How's that for business $avy?
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LOL!  I guess the hospital administrator can claim it's due to lack of space.
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Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM
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Instead of the usual few dozen responses, I got 3,500 responses to this video and they included death threats and hysteria — ‘You're

going to be responsible for killing people’ — the whole 9 yards. And I thought, wow, this is just something else. So that's how this all

started. If you go back and watch that original video. Anyone found this video? I have tried to End it,just wondered if anyone has the

link. Thanks in advance.
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I live in Portland, Maine and unfortunately the mask mandates are back in order. (Although I refuse to wear one everyone seems to be

Ene with it.) The mandate even states that if a business requires proof of vaccination, vaccinated customers don’t have to wear a mask!

How ridiculous is that!?  What do I do to change this mask mandate? Or do I just continue my own campaign of civil disobedience? I’m

not fond of saying I have a medical condition but whatever it takes to not bend the knee to these tyrants!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We all have a medical condition. It's called the need to breathe. Don't feel negativity over saying you have a medical condition.

Just don't wear the mask, ever. Do what it takes to live your life on your terms, do what you normally do, without a mask. Just

continue your civil disobedience. Do not comply. Get the book Face Masks Hurt Kids. By the time you read any amount of that,

you will understand completely the business of us all having a medical condition.
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Don't know, WTF. One step forward two steps back. I keep feeling like things will break but the headline on the Boston Globe today is

that nursing homes get a boost! Like something really positive happened. And the caption beneath explains that a third shot is now

mandatory for anyone in a nursing home in Massachusetts. Just pull those trucks up to the back door and have those carts ready. A

pretty good deal all around. $50 worth of vaccine and you are deceased and off of the government Dole forever.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah....shoulda got them rope out a couple of years ago.....just start hanging some these traitors  get a few these government traitors

dancing from a rope  ....now wouldn't fauci dancing from 3/4 nylon rope just make a lot of people smile :)    www.youtube.com/watch

 yes..someone posted this site......and this Funeral Director  , which has all the  actual facts why people Die at his Engertips... know all

about tyhe  Covid SCAM.....and howits designed ti TRASH People of all ages....10 yo kids having heart attacks  and 6yo going blind

 from these Jabs...     www.eastonspectator.com/2021/09/16/must-watch-funeral-director-john-ol..  this is a very interesting site

 ....worth watching
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Mrrob, the interview was with Max Igan whose site is www.thecrowhouse.com.  It has over 1.4M views. Cheers.
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a Ene unity/holding hands and take action article, but it is not written to the title: This is not the Mercola solutions article worthy of

"How to Win the War Against Tyranny" on Mercola.com.  It is a very bad title for this article. We will grow ourselves out of this using

whatever works. Ideas possess the man and the idea that possesses me is we need everyone to be the best version of themselves. The

power of Mercola comes from making an individual better. Max Igan should be on most Top 10 list if they had one. I call him the

planetary wise man. His last video on 6G will completely blow you away concerning the complete control grid: "6G THE NEW

(D)EVOLUTION"  -- www.bitchute.com/.../vF5yxtp7U0p4  

The video before addresses the darkness we face in human trazcking of people and organs and more.: "THE COVID PLANDEMIC - A

SHIP TO OBLIVION" --  www.bitchute.com/.../Q023O8kTzSjb  Igan's 2-minute video from 1/6 is sheer genius to me. Mythland banners

"Safe an effective" as governing thought for their Big Lie narrative and for some reason people do not get the narrative has been shot all

to hell and we are now in rout.  I could play "Ode to Joy" for this 1:56 video: "100% SAFE AND EFFECTIVE" --

www.bitchute.com/.../upHQuXZodQIT  -- These are two recent Mercola's articles in need of recognition. "Top Tips for a Healthier 2022"

altnews.org/.../top-tips-for-a-healthier-2022   "World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein Detox" --

altnews.org/2021/12/22/world-council-for-health-reveals-spike-protein-..
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ibdriving
Joined On 5/9/2016 1:56:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is truly great that the library is now available! but being on a Exed income 1378 a month 60 a year is out of my reach. I hope the rest of

you can enjoy it and live healthy.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pssst: (I don't know how far back in time these go): www.lewrockwell.com/.../9
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

$50 is the fee annually.  $60 a year is if subscribing monthly at $5 each month.  You might try subscribing occasionally, for

example every third or some other selected number of months, reading a lot during your chosen months.  I'm already sub'd

annually so can't verify that strategy, but it's a suggestion as a possible workaround.
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emilyandmetoogmail.com
Joined On 1/3/2022 11:38:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can also join and connect on other sites. If you are vaccine hesitant and want to discuss it at a free speech site. please join and

register, and comment at https://notmyarm.com/
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Join the World’s #1 Natural Health Newsletter for FREE!
Latest Trustworthy News from Dr. Mercola — delivered straight to your inbox! Enter your email address Subscribe Now!
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Mercola proudly supports these charities and organizations. View All /

Disclaimer: The entire contents of this website are based upon the opinions of Dr. Mercola, unless otherwise noted. Individual articles are based upon the opinions of the respective

author, who retains copyright as marked. The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualiEed health care professional and is not

intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you

to make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a qualiEed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have

a medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.

If you want to use an article on your site please click here. This content may be copied in full, with copyright, contact, creation and information intact, without speciEc permission,

when used only in a not-for-proEt format. If any other use is desired, permission in writing from Dr. Mercola is required.
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